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1 Overview
With 5G still at the outset, foreseeable service scenarios including cloud virtual reality (VR) and
augmented reality (AR), high-definition (HD) video, livelihood, and industrial campus are currently
in demand. Many more scevice scenarios are yet to be extensively used such as Massive
Machine-Type Communications (mMTC) and ultra-reliable low-latency communication (URLLC).
This document analyzes the service characteristics, network requirements, metric systems, and
modeling algorithms based on foreseeable demands at the initial phases of 5G construction and
promotion.
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2 5G ToB Service Introduction
2.1 Service Development
The International Telecommunication Union - Radio communication Sector (ITU-R) has defined
three major service scenarios of 5G, as illustrated in Figure 2-1.
Figure 2-1 Three major service scenarios of 5G

Figure 2-2 illustrates the key capabilities of 5G.
Figure 2-2 Key capabilities of 5G

5G business-to-business (ToB) development falls into three stages:
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Early stage: Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) dominates, partially with ultra-reliable lowlatency communication (URLLC) services (not necessarily within 10 ms). Massive MachineType Communications (mMTC) applications are basically none in existing 5G projects.



Development stage: URLLC applications gradually increase, and eMBB applications further
develop.



Mature stage: mMTC applications begin to rise and grow more complex. Behaviors are
intertwined all-round, and everything is connected.

ToB buyers aspire a business-to-consumer (B2C) experience in view that suppliers offer more
personalized services.
ToB development now faces the following challenges:


Enterprise private network solutions are insufficiently standardized.



There are various protocols for industrial applications.



Passive measurement of network performance poses numerous difficulties.

The majority of operators lack capabilities for end-to-end (E2E) solution design and delivery.
Based on ToB service scenarios, this document maps service scenarios onto typical transmission
service behaviors, and builds models for each service patterns. Metric systems, modeling
methods, and theoretical basics are also provided to help design solutions for evaluating,
monitoring, and optimizing the ToB service experience.

2.2 Reference Protocols
This section describes the supporting protocols and specifications for evaluating 5G ToB service
experience.

2.2.1 3GPP TR38.913
Some of the key performance indicators (KPIs) of 5G network services are listed below:
Definition

Description

Peak data rate

Indicates the highest theoretical data rate, which is the received data
bits assuming error-free conditions assignable to a single mobile
station, when all assignable radio resources for the corresponding link
direction are utilized.

Peak spectral
efficiency

Indicates the highest theoretical data rate (normalized by bandwidth),
which is the received data bits assuming error-free conditions
assignable to a single mobile station, when all assignable radio
resources for the corresponding link direction are utilized.

Bandwidth

Indicates the maximal aggregated total system bandwidth.

Control plane latency

Indicates the time taken to move from a battery efficient state (such as
idle) to the start of continuous data transmission state (such as active).
The target for control plane latency should be 10 ms.

2021-1-22
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Definition

Description

User plane latency

Indicates the time taken to successfully deliver an application layer
packet or message from a service data unit (SDU) ingress point on
Layer 2 or 3 to an SDU egress point on Layer 2 or 3 over the uplink
and downlink radio interfaces.
The target for user plane latency should be 0.5 ms for URLLC and 4
ms for eMBB, for both uplink and downlink.

Latency for
infrequent small
packets

Indicates the time taken to successfully deliver a packet or message
from an SDU ingress point on Layer 2 or 3 of a mobile device to an
SDU egress point on Layer 2 or 3 in the radio access network (RAN),
when the mobile device starts from its most "battery efficient" state.
This KPI measures infrequent transmission of small packets or
messages over the application layer.

Mobility interruption
time

Indicates the shortest time duration supported by a system during
which a user terminal cannot exchange user-plane packets with any
base station during transitions.
The target for mobility interruption time should be 0 ms.

Inter-system mobility

Indicates the ability to support mobility between the International
Mobile Telecommunications 2000 (IMT-2000) system and at least one
IMT system.

Reliability

Reliability can be evaluated by the success probability of transmitting X
bytes within a certain delay, which is the time taken to deliver a small
data packet from an SDU ingress point on Layer 2 or 3 to an SDU
egress point on Layer 2 or 3 over the radio interface, at a certain
channel quality (such as coverage-edge).

Coverage

Indicates the maximum coupling loss (MCL) in uplink and downlink
between a device and a base station (antenna connectors for a data
rate of 160 bps, where the data rate is observed at the egress or
ingress point of the radio protocol stack in uplink and downlink).
The target for coverage should be 164 dB.

Extreme coverage

The coupling loss is the total long-term channel loss over the link
between a UE's antenna ports and an eNodeB's antenna ports, and
includes in practice antenna gains, path loss, shadowing, body loss,
and others.

UE battery life

Indicates a UE's battery life without recharge. For mMTC, the UE
battery life in extreme coverage should be based on the activity of
mobile originated data transmission consisting of 200 bytes uplink per
day followed by 20 bytes downlink from a MCL of 164 dB, assuming a
stored energy capacity of 5 Wh.

UE energy efficiency

Indicates the capability of a UE to sustain much better mobile
broadband (MBB) data rates while minimizing the UE modem energy
consumption.

2021-1-22
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Definition

Description

Spectral efficiency
per cell or
transmission and
reception point
(TRxP)

TRxP spectral efficiency is the aggregate throughput of all users (the
number of correctly received bits, namely the number of bits contained
in the SDUs delivered to Layer 3, over a certain period of time) divided
by the channel bandwidth divided by the number of TRxPs.

Area traffic capacity

Indicates the total traffic throughput served per geographic area (in
Mbps per m2). This KPI can be evaluated using the full buffer or nonfull buffer model.
Area traffic capacity (bps/m2) = Site density (site/m2) x Bandwidth (Hz)
x Spectral efficiency (bps/Hz/site)

User experienced
data rate

The user experienced data rate is 5% of the user throughput, for nonfull buffer traffic. User throughput (during active time) is the size of a
burst divided by the time between the arrival of the first packet of a
burst and the reception of the last packet of the burst.
User experienced data rate = 5% user spectral efficiency x Bandwidth

5% user spectral
efficiency

Indicates the 5% point of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
the normalized user throughput. The (normalized) user throughput is
the average user throughput (the number of correctly received bits by
users).

Connection density

Indicates the total number of devices fulfilling a target quality of service
(QoS) per unit area (per km2), where the target QoS is to ensure a
system packet loss rate less than 1% under a given packet arrival rate
and packet size. The packet loss rate is obtained by the following
formula: Number of packets in outage/Number of generated packets,
where a packet is in outage if it failed to be successfully received by
the destination receiver beyond a packet dropping timer.

Mobility

Indicates the maximum user speed at which a defined QoS can be
achieved (in km/h).

Network energy
efficiency

Indicates the capability to minimize the RAN energy consumption while
providing an improved area traffic capacity.

2.2.2 ITU-R IMT-2020
The standard protocols of 3G and 4G were developed by regional standards organizations such
as the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). The ITU's influence on 3G, 4G, and 5G
standards, however, predominantly lies in proposing market demands, constructing blueprints
and visions, and creating global consensus and ecosystem. The ITU-R has just announced the
performance requirements for 5G, or International Mobile Telecommunications 2020 (IMT-2020),
consisting of:
1.

2.

Peak data rate per cell


Downlink: 20 Gbps



Uplink: 10 Gbps

Peak spectral efficiency per cell
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3.

4.

Uplink: 15 bps/Hz

Experienced data rate per user


Downlink: 100 Mbps



Uplink: 50 Mbps

5% spectral efficiency

Test Environment

Downlink (bps/Hz)

Uplink (bps/Hz)

Indoor hotspot – eMBB

0.3

0.21

Dense urban – eMBB*

0.225

0.15

Rural – eMBB

0.12

0.045

*: This requirement will be evaluated under the macro TRxP layer of the dense urban – eMBB
test environment as described in Report ITU-R M.[IMT-2020.EVAL].

5.

Average spectral efficiency

Test Environment

Downlink
(bps/Hz/TRxP)

Uplink (bps/Hz/TRxP)

Indoor hotspot – eMBB

9

6.75

Dense urban – eMBB*

7.8

5.4

Rural – eMBB

3.3

1.6

*: This requirement applies to the macro TRxP layer of the dense urban – eMBB test
environment as described in Report ITU-R M.[IMT-2020.EVAL].

6.

Data throughput per unit area


7.

Downlink and indoor hotspot: 10 Mbps/m2

User plane latency


eMBB: 4 ms



URLLC: 1 ms

8.

Control plane latency: 20 ms

9.

Connection density: 1 million devices per km2

10. Network energy efficiency


Effective data transmission under loads



Low energy consumption without data transmission

11. Reliability: 1–10-5
12. Mobility
Mobility levels:
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Indoor Hotspot – eMBB

Dense Urban – eMBB

Rural – eMBB

Stationary, pedestrian

Stationary, pedestrian,

Pedestrian, vehicular, high speed
vehicular

vehicular (up to 30 km/h)

Data rates (normalized by bandwidth) over traffic channel links:
Test Environment

Normalized Traffic Channel
Link Data Rate (bps/Hz)

Mobility (km/h)

Indoor hotspot – eMBB

1.5

10

Dense urban – eMBB

1.12

30

Rural – eMBB

0.8

120

0.45

500

13. Mobile interruption time (MIT): The MIT includes the time required to perform any RAN
process applicable to the candidate radio interface technology (RIT) or a set of RITs (SRIT),
radio resource control signaling protocol, or other message exchanges between a mobile
station and the RAN. The minimum MIT should be 0 ms.
14. System bandwidth: It should be at least 100 MHz. An RIT or SRIT should support
bandwidths up to 1 GHz in order to operate in higher frequency bands (for example, above 6
GHz).

2.2.3 ETSI TR 103 702
In terms of 5G service metric system specifications, Huawei has proposed to the ETSI standards
for the VR experience metric system. Note these are specifications yet to be officially released.
Service Type

Service Indicator

Indicator Requirement

Terminal

Terminal resolution

2K–4K

Strong-interaction
cloud VR services

Content resolution (equivalent
full-view resolution)

2K–4K (equivalent full-view: 4K–8K)

Color depth (bits)

8

Coding mode

H.264, H.265

Bitrate (Mbps)

≥ 40

Frame rate (FPS)

50–90

Field of view (FoV) (degrees)

90–110

Interactive latency (ms)

≤ 100

MTP (ms)

≤ 20

Valid frame rate

100%

Content full-view resolution

4K–8K

Cloud VR video
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Service Type

Service Indicator

Indicator Requirement

services

Color depth (bits)

8

Coding mode

H.264, H.265

Bitrate (Mbps)

≥ 40

Frame rate (FPS)

30

FoV (degrees)

90–110

Interactive latency (ms)

≤ 100

Initial buffer latency (s)

≤1

Stalling duration ratio

0

Pixelization duration ratio

0

2.2.4 5G-PPP
5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5G PPP) is a joint initiative by the European
Commission and the European ICT industry (including ICT manufacturers, telecom operators,
service providers, SMEs and research institutions).
5G Mobile Network Architecture (5G-MoNArch) for diverse services, use cases, and applications
in 5G and beyond is a project initiated by the 5G PPP.
5G-MoNArch brings forward the next-step development of the 5G mobile network architecture. It
fully integrates network functions required by industries, media and entertainment, and smart city
into the overall architecture, so that the mobile network architecture can be used for practical
applications. To verify the feasibility and applicability of concepts developed by it in real
environments, 5G-MoNArch is built on two means: project testing platform and verification
framework.


Testing platform:
5G-MoNArch has implemented two testing platforms: the Smart Sea Port platform in
Hamburg Germany and the Touristic City platform in Turin Italy. Both platforms have helped
promote the verification of performance targets. They are now benchmarks for technical and
economic feasibility verification.



Verification and confirmation: In order to quantify the technical and socio-economic benefits
of technologies developed by it, 5G-MoNArch has defined a framework, which includes a
process and a set of technical, commercial, and economic KPIs. The framework has been
evaluated according to three defined cases.

5G network service KPIs:
Definition

Description

General KPI

2021-1-22
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Definition

Description

Area traffic capacity
(based on 3GPP/ITU-R)

The total traffic throughput served per geographic area (in bps/m2).
This KPI can be evaluated by two different traffic models:
● By a full buffer model: The calculation of the total traffic
throughput served per geographic area is based on full buffer
traffic.
● By a non-full buffer model: The total traffic throughput served per
geographic area is calculated. However, the user experienced
data rate needs to be evaluated at the same time using the
same traffic model in addition to the area traffic capacity.
The area traffic capacity is a measure of traffic volume a network
can carry per unit area. It depends on site density, bandwidth, and
spectral efficiency. In the case of full buffer traffic and a single-layer
single-band system, it can be expressed as:
Area traffic capacity (bps/m2) = Site density (site/m2) x Bandwidth
(Hz) x Spectral efficiency (bps/Hz/site)

Availability (based on
3GPP/5G
PPP/NGMN/ETSI)

Percentage value (%) of the amount of time a system can deliver
services divided by the amount of time it is expected to deliver
services in a specific area.
The availability may be specific for a communication service. In this
case, it refers to the percentage value of the amount of time the
end-to-end (E2E) communication service is delivered according to
an agreed QoS, divided by the amount of time the system is
expected to deliver the E2E service according to the specification in
a specific area.
NOTE


The end point in "E2E" is assumed to be the communication service
interface.



The communication service is considered unavailable if it does not meet
the pertinent QoS requirements.

Bandwidth (based on
3GPP)

Indicates the maximal aggregated total system bandwidth.

Cell-edge user
throughput (based on
3GPP)

Indicates the fifth percentile point of the CDF of user's average
packet call throughput.

Connection density
(based on 3GPP/ITU-R)

The total number of connected and/or accessible devices per unit
area (per km2). Connectivity or accessibility refers to devices
fulfilling a target QoS, where the target QoS is to ensure a system
packet loss rate less than [x]% under given packet arrival rate [l]
and packet size [S]. The packet loss rate is equal to the number of
packets in outage divided by the number of generated packets. A
packet is in outage if this packet fails to be successfully received by
the destination receiver beyond a packet dropping timer.

Coverage (based on
3GPP)

Indicates the MCL in uplink and downlink between a UE and a
TRxP (antenna connectors for a data rate of [x] bps. The data rate
is observed at the egress or ingress point of the radio protocol stack
in each direction.

2021-1-22
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Definition

Description

Coverage area
probability (based on 5G
PPP)

Indicates the percentage of the area under consideration, in which
a service is provided by a mobile radio network to an end user in a
quality (such as the data rate, latency, or packet loss rate) that is
sufficient for the intended application (QoS or QoE). The RAN may
consist of a single radio cell or multiple cells. For services of
different types and quality of service (QoS) or quality of experience
(QoE) levels, the coverage area probability will also vary.

End-to-end latency
(based on 3GPP/5G
PPP)

Indicates the time to transfer a given piece of information from a
source to a destination, which is measured at the communication
interface, from the moment it is transmitted by the source to the
moment it is successfully received at the destination. It is also
referred to as one-trip-time (OTT) latency.
Another latency measure is the round-trip-time (RTT) latency which
refers to the time from when a data packet is sent from the
transmitting end until acknowledgements are received from the
receiving entity.

Energy efficiency (based
on 3GPP/ITU-R)

It means to sustain a certain data rate while minimizing the energy
consumption.

Latency for infrequent
small packets (based on
3GPP)

Indicates the time to successfully deliver a packet or message from
an SDU ingress point on Layer 2 or 3 at a UE to an SDU egress
point on Layer 2 or 3 in the RAN, when the UE starts from its most
"battery efficient" state. This KPI is a measure of infrequent
transmission of small packets or messages over the application
layer.

Mean time between
failures (MTBF) (by
ETSI)

Indicates the statistic mean uptime of a system or component
before it fails.

Mean time to repair
(MTTR) (by ETSI)

Indicates the statistic mean downtime before a system or
component is back in operation again.

Mobility (based on
3GPP/ITU-R)

Indicates the maximum speed at which a defined QoS and
seamless transmission between TRxPs which may belong to
different deployment layers (namely multi-layer) and/or radio
access technologies (namely multi-RAT) can be achieved (in km/h).

Mobility interruption time
based on (3GPP/5G
PPP)

Indicates the shortest time duration supported by a system during
which a UE cannot exchange user-plane packets with any TRxP
during transitions. This KPI is for both intra- and inter-frequency
mobility as well as for mobility inside an air interface variant (AIV) or
across AIVs.

Peak data rate (based
on 3GPP/ITU-R/5G
PPP)

Indicates the highest theoretical single-user data rate (in bps),
assuming ideal, error-free transmission conditions, when all
available radio resources for the corresponding link direction are
utilized (excluding radio resources that are used for physical layer
synchronization, reference signals or pilots, guard bands and guard
times).
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Definition

Description

Peak spectral efficiency
(based on 3GPP)

Indicates the peak data rate normalized by the bandwidth applied.
Higher frequency bands could have higher bandwidth but lower
spectral efficiency, and lower frequency bands could have lower
bandwidth but higher spectral efficiency. Thus, peak data rates
cannot be directly derived from peak spectral efficiency and
bandwidth multiplication.

Reliability (based on
3GPP/ITU-R/5G
PPP/NGMN)

Indicates the percentage (%) of the amount of sent network layer
packets successfully delivered to a given system node (including a
UE) within the time constraint required by the targeted service,
divided by the total number of sent network layer packets.

Resilience (based on
ITU-R)

Indicates the ability of a network to continue operating correctly
during and after a natural or man-made disturbance, such as the
loss of mains power.

Service continuity
(based on 3GPP)

Indicates the uninterrupted user experience of a service that is
using an active communication when a UE undergoes an access
change without the user noticing the change.

Spectral efficiency per
cell or TRxP (based on
3GPP/ITU-R)

TRxP spectral efficiency indicates the aggregate throughput of all
users (the number of correctly received bits, specifically the number
of bits contained in the SDUs delivered to Layer 3, over a certain
period of time) within a radio coverage area (site) divided by the
channel bandwidth divided by the number of TRxPs. A 3-sector site
consists of 3 TRxPs. In the case of multiple discontinuous "carriers"
(one carrier refers to a continuous chunk of spectrum), this KPI
should be calculated per carrier. In this case, the aggregate
throughput, channel bandwidth, and the number of TRxPs on the
specific carrier are employed.

Spectrum and bandwidth
flexibility (based on ITUR)

Indicates the flexibility of the 5G system design to handle different
scenarios, and in particular the capability to operate at different
frequency ranges, including higher frequencies and wider channel
bandwidths than today.

UE battery life (based on
3GPP)

Indicates the life time of the UE battery to be evaluated without
recharge.
Note: For mMTC, 3GPP proposed that the UE battery life in
extreme coverage shall be based on the activity of mobile
originated data transmission consisting of 200 bytes uplink per day
followed by 20 bytes downlink from MCL of 164 dB, assuming a
stored energy capacity of 5 Wh.
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Definition

Description

User experienced data
rate (based on
3GPP/ITU-R)

It can be evaluated for non-full buffer traffic and for full buffer traffic.
However, non-full buffer system level simulations are preferred for
the evaluation of this KPI responsible of respective deployment
scenarios and using burst traffic models.
For non-full buffer traffic, the user experienced data rate is 5% of
the user throughput. User throughput (during active time) is the size
of a data burst divided by the time between the arrival of the first
packet of a burst and the reception of the last packet of the burst.
For full buffer traffic, the user experienced data rate is calculated
as:
User experienced data rate = 5% user spectral efficiency x
Bandwidth

User plane latency
(based on 3GPP/5G
PPP)

Indicates the time to successfully deliver an application layer packet
or message from an SDU ingress point on Layer 2 or 3 to an SDU
egress point on Layer 2 or 3 over the uplink and downlink radio
interfaces.

Resource Elasticity KPIs
Availability

Indicates the relative amount of time that the function under study
produces the output that it would have produced under ideal
conditions, with a specific focus on the resource provisioning.

Cost efficiency gain

It measures the average cost of deploying and operating the
network infrastructure to support the foreseen services. An elastic
system should be able to be optimally dimensioned such that fewer
resources are required to support the same services. Additionally,
in lightly loaded scenarios, the elastic system should avoid using
unnecessary resources and reduce the energy consumption.

Elasticity orchestration
overhead

Indicates the amount of resources required for realizing
orchestration functions, namely functions that enable network
function (NF) elasticity, including the re-placement of a virtual
network function (VNF), and are not part of the traditional
architecture. An example could be the vector that includes the
amount of CPU, RAM, and the amount of networking resources
consumed by the orchestration function.

Minimum footprint

Given a set of resources to execute a function, the minimum
footprint indicates the set of combinations of these resources that
are needed to produce any output. Depending on the heterogeneity
of these resources, it may be the case that there is a "region" of
minimum footprints, which includes all the possible combinations of
resources that results in a successful execution of the function.

Multiplexing gains

Indicates the number and kind of functions that can run in parallel
over the same set of resources with a certain performance level.

Performance
degradation function

This KPI characterizes the relation between a reduction in the
available resources (from 100% until the minimum required) and
the reduction in performance of a function. In this case, an elastic
NF should achieve graceful performance degradation, avoiding
abrupt breakdown under peaks.
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Definition

Description

Rescuability

When a resource shortage occurs, scaling out or up the virtual
machines (VMs) that are executing VNFs is the most likely solution
to be adopted. Still, re-orchestration processes usually operate at
larger time scales.

Resource consumption

Given a resource (CPU, RAM, or others), its consumption indicates
the percentage of time it is occupied because of the execution of a
function.

Resource savings

Indicates the amount and type of resources consumed by an elastic
function to perform a successful operation as compared to its
inelastic counterpart (for example, the percentage of saved
resources while providing 99% of the performance of the inelastic
counterpart).

Response time

Indicates the time required for resources to be provisioned when
demand changes. The shorter the response time is, the greater the
elasticity.

Resource utilization
efficiency

It is a way to measure how resources are efficiently utilized to
provide the desired output. An elastic system should be able to lead
to a larger resource utilization efficiency, since it can deploy a
higher number of VNFs over the same physical infrastructure.

Service creation time

Indicates the time from the arrival of a request to set up a network
slice at the network operator's management system until the slice is
fully operational.

Time for reallocation of a
device to another slice

Indicates the duration from the request to connect a terminal device
to a certain network slice until this device can start communication.

Application-specific KPIs
Frame rate judder

𝑛/75
1
)
75
where t is the time required for each frame to render and n the total
number of rendered frames. The formula represents the percentage
of time during a virtual reality (VR) application where the framerate
is less than 75 frames per second. Minimizing this time reduces the
probability of motion sickness.
∑𝑛1 𝑡𝑛 𝜖(𝑡 >

Maximum number of
simultaneously active
IoT devices

It is expected that in the future, cargo containers will be equipped
with smart sensors monitoring and reporting environmental
conditions (such as the temperature, humidity, and bumps) online
during their journey. A container ship today can carry up to 20,000
containers. When such a ship coming from overseas enters the
coverage area of the very first mobile radio cell, possibly all 20,000
containers will attempt to access the radio cell almost
simultaneously. This KPI measures the maximum number of
sensors within a given deployment area that can be supported by a
network slice.

Task success rate

Indicates the percentage of correctly completed tasks by users.
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Definition

Description

Time on task

Indicates the task completion time or task time. This KPI is basically
the amount of time it takes for a user to complete a task, expressed
in minutes and seconds.

Use of search vs.
navigation

This is a valuable metric for evaluating the efficiency of information
architecture and navigation. Usually when users try to find
something through navigation and get lost, search is their final
option. Using this KPI, the user perception of network failures can
be measured and then correlated to the underlying problem.

2.3 Service Introduction
The use cases for the next generation communications have expectedly higher requirements on
QoS. This is in terms of a higher data rate and larger network throughput, for eMBB, URLLC, and
mMTC.
The key requirements are as follows:


5G networks offer multiple service-specific QoSs, compared to only one QoS for the entire
network.



The network slice management and orchestration (MANO) layers use QoS to manage
current network slice performance. It additionally allocates necessary resources in the virtual
environment to different VNFs in different domains (RAN, core network and transport
network).



Effective E2E QoS negotiation requires application and service awareness at multiple points
on various networks.



Machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) are key to enabling multi-point data sources
and real-time flow analysis in the future.
NOTE

There are numerous documents detailing 5G projects and use cases. This document describes only the
requirements of 5G projects and project scenarios that may become main trends in the future.

2.3.1 Video Transmission
5G network features high-bandwidth and low-latency transmission, promoting the development
and application of video services. B2C services focus on cloud VR, cloud gaming, and HD video
playback, while ToB services center on HD video surveillance and VR/AR video transmission.
In recent years, HD (4K/8K) live broadcast and video surveillance are becoming increasingly
popular and have turned critical enterprise applications with 5G's development.
However, such applications also raise new requirements on the network. If audiences are not
close to the video sources, the TCP throughput will not be optimal and the UE-perceived rate will
not satisfy the requirements of 4K video stream due to slow start and congestion control
mechanism. This will result in decreased quality of experience (QoE). Furthermore, because the
video stream upload and download are wirelessly connected, requiring high uplink bandwidth and
shorter latency to ensure real-time performance and avoid frame freezing.
Video surveillance in 5G campuses is a special scenario of live broadcast, where download
seldom occurs. In this scenario, Terminals collect video in real time and send to the storage
server. Therefore, it rather has higher requirements on video quality than real-time
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performance.However, high requirements on real-time performance is required in industrial
applications where video uploaded is used for fault diagnosis to trigger subsequent operations.
The high efficiency video encoding and decoding (HEVC, also known as H.265) standard reduces
the bandwidth requirement by 50% without incurring obvious quality loss. The latest speed
improvement in H.265 proves its potential to replace H.264 on 5G networks. H.265 will help
alleviate the pressure from the significantly increased bandwidth required by UHD videos. The
potential spatial resolution is up to 8K, and the frame rate reaches up to 300 frame per second
(fps).
Overall summation:


Video upload services have different network requirements, especially different latency
requirements, depending on application scenarios. The packet loss requirements also vary.
For live broadcast services, packet loss will cause artifacts and affect user experience.
However, in the scenario where packets are sent back to the server, packet loss triggers the
retransmission mechanism, which has little impact on services.



UDP-based transmission is used to ensure real-time transmission.



The transmission rate is not the maximum network bandwidth but approximates to the video
encoding rate.



High network stability is required. When the network fluctuates, the instantaneous rate and
latency cannot meet the SLA requirements, adversely affecting user experience.



High uplink bandwidth is required. Congestion occurs if the number of concurrent access
services of a base station is greater than the base station capacity. This issue needs to be
solved from the perspective of network construction in fixed scenarios. If terminals are
mobile, it is difficult to guarantee the network performance in advance. Once terminals move
to high-traffic areas, uplink congestions can occur easily.

2.3.1.1 Major Events
Figure 2-3 HD live broadcast networking



Live broadcast of project X in China: The live videos are collected through cables and
microwave. It is immobile and inflexible. Additionally, the uplink bandwidth of microwave and
satellite is insufficient in supporting 4K live broadcast.



The 5G backpack for ultra-HD video collection, editing, and transmission can be flexibly
deployed in areas with 5G coverage. A single cell supports four channels of 4K uplink
transmission, meeting requirements in most scenarios. The collection and broadcasting
efficiency improves, and the cost is greatly reduced. The solution features flexibility,
guaranteed performance, and lower costs.

2.3.1.2 Smart video storage and analysis system
In China, with the development of safe city and smart transportation and enhanced security
awareness of users in education, finance, and property industries, the video surveillance market
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has been growing steadily. However, the majority of cameras still depend on manual monitoring,
resulting in an ill-timed processing of video data, poor real-time surveillance performance, and
difficult video retrieval. Once an event occurs, video retrieval from massive cameras consumes a
significant amount of labor and efforts from people. To solve these problems, the video
surveillance industry has been developing and evolving towards HD, network-based, and
intelligent video surveillance. The upgrade and innovation of the video surveillance system
continuously generate new market demands. Overall, HD videos require a bit rate higher than 1
Mbps, while UHD videos require even higher bit rate, more network traffic, and more storage
space. The existing 4G network cannot meet such requirements, and only 5G networks can
satisfy ultra-HD videos with a significant amount of data and high real-time performance.
[5G smart video storage and analysis system]
Figure 2-4 Smart video storage and analysis system

Introduction: 5G network capabilities are leveraged to build a 3D smart video storage and
analysis system that uses unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), AR glasses, motorcycles.
Major application scenarios:
1.

Video upload from UAVs: UAVs patrol along preset routes and display object key
information.

2.

1080p videos are smoothly transmitted at a frame rate of 30 fps and a bit rate of 8 Mbps.

3.

Video upload from motorcycle-mounted cameras: motorcycles equipped with cameras that
upload 1080p videos in real time at a frame rate of 30 fps and a bit rate of 8 Mbps. They
additionally wear AR glasses to analysis object information. In this scenario, AR does not
require heavy traffic.

Network requirements: Terminals currently available on the market do not support 4K video
functions, and therefore do not have high uplink bandwidth requirements and 80 Mbps suffices.
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[5G smart video record and analysis system]
Figure 2-5 Video surveillance networking

Service introduction: Three types of cameras are connected to the video private network. The
analysis server can give object information.




Wireless network design
−

The gNodeB reads the QoS attribute value of each QoS flow over the N2 interface, when
a UE initiates a service request. High-priority services are mapped to high-priority logical
channels and area preferentially scheduled.

−

Control plane services are always preferentially scheduled.

Transport network design
−

Transmission QoS control is performed between the core network and neighboring base
stations. Differentiated services code points (DSCPs) are tagged according to data
transmission priorities and mapped to VLAN priorities.

−

Determine the priority based on the customer's service requirements or refer to Huawei
recommendations.

QoS requirements:


Ground scenarios

Scenario

Sub-Scenario

Device Video
Quantity Channel
Quantity
Per
Device

Total
Service Uplink Downlink Moving
Video
Type
Rate
Rate
Speed
Channel
Quantity

Ground
patrol

Video
surveillance
(fixed pole)

10

10

2021-1-22

1

4K

25
Mbps

N/A

0 km/h
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Scenario

Object
recognition

Behavior
analysis



Sub-Scenario

Device Video
Quantity Channel
Quantity
Per
Device

Total
Service Uplink Downlink Moving
Video
Type
Rate
Rate
Speed
Channel
Quantity

Robot

2

1

2

4K

25
Mbps

N/A

5 km/h

AR glasses

2

1

2

1080p

6
Mbps

N/A

5 km/h

Mobile phone

2

1

2

2K

10
Mbps

10 Mbps

5 km/h

car

1

2

2

4K

25
Mbps

N/A

50
km/h

1

10

4K

25
Mbps

N/A

0 km/h

Checkpoint/fixed 10
pole

Air scenarios

Scenario

Service
Type

UAV

Uplink
Rate

Downlink End-to-End
Rate
Latency
(Service)

End-to-End
Latency
(Control)

Maximum
Height

Maximum
Speed

1080p/2K 6–10
Mbps

1 Mbps

<500 ms

<100 ms

150 m

60 km/h

4K

1 Mbps

< 200 ms

< 20 ms

150 m

60 km/h

25
Mbps

2.3.1.3 Telemedicine
Major application scenarios:


Remote B-mode ultrasound inspection: The B-mode ultrasound equipment has one end
deployed in a hospital for doctor access and one end deployed in a primary healthcare
institution for patient access. Doctors can perform diagnosis based on the ultrasound images
collected by the remote ultrasound system, and communicate with patients through real-time
audio and video.



Remote emergency: Real-time data, including ambulance location, electrocardiograms,
ultrasound images, blood pressure, heart rate, oxygen saturation, and body temperature, is
synchronized to the 5G remote command center. Doctors can then diagnose and guide first
aiders on emergency treatment through real-time audio and video.



Remote surgery: Doctors can control robotic arms through their remote desktops and
perform remote consultation through cloud video/conferencing.

Network requirements:
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Application

Scenario

Patient-End
Bandwidth

Latency
(ms)

Remote B-mode
ultrasound inspection

HD video upload

10 Mbps uplink

100

Doctor and patient video call

8 Mbps uplink and
downlink

100

Operation control

1 Mbps uplink and
downlink

20

Ambulance video upload

12 Mbps uplink

50

Video call between ambulance
and emergency center

8 Mbps uplink and
downlink

100

Operating table video upload

12 Mbps uplink

100

Consultation video call

8 Mbps uplink and
downlink

100

Operation control

1 Mbps uplink and
downlink

2

Remote first aid

Remote surgery

Remote B-mode utrasound inspection:
Figure 2-6 Remote B-mode utrasound inspection networking

Network requirements:

Doctor
end

2021-1-22

Uplink

Downlink

9 Mbps

18 Mbps

(1 Mbps for operation information and 8
Mbps for doctor and patient video
communication)

(10 Mbps for ultrasound images and 8
Mbps for doctor and patient video
communication)
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Patient
end

Uplink

Downlink

18 Mbps

9 Mbps

(10 Mbps for ultrasound images and 8
Mbps for doctor and patient video
communication)

(1 Mbps for operation information and 8
Mbps for doctor and patient video
communication)

NOTE

The bandwidth is based on 1080p videos and if the video resolution is 4K, the required bandwidth is 25
Mbps.

Remote first aid:
Figure 2-7 Remote first aid networking

Uplink

Downlink

Emergency
center

8 Mbps

20 Mbps

(Real-time audio and video)

(12 Mbps for healthcare data and 8
Mbps for real-time audio and video)

Ambulance

20 Mbps

8 Mbps

(12 Mbps for healthcare data and 8
Mbps for real-time audio and video)

(Real-time audio and video)

NOTE

The bandwidth is based on 1080p videos and if the video resolution is 4K, the required bandwidth is 25
Mbps.

Remote surgery:
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Figure 2-8 Remote surgery networking

Doctor

Patient

Teleconsultation

Uplink

Downlink

12 Mbps

20 Mbps

(4 Mbps for remote desktop and 8
Mbps for consultation video)

(4 Mbps for remote desktop, 8 Mbps
for surgery images, and 8 Mbps for
consultation video)

20 Mbps

12 Mbps

(4 Mbps for remote desktop, 8
Mbps for surgery images and 8
Mbps for consultation video)

(4 Mbps for remote desktop and 8
Mbps for consultation video)

8 Mbps

8 Mbps

(consultation video)

(consultation video)

NOTE

The bandwidth is based on 1080p videos.

Case source: [Use Case] 5G Telemedicine
http://3ms.huawei.com/documents/docinfo/1908474

2.3.1.4 Remote Education
There is no significant difference between building a smart school campus and building other
campuses. This section describes only the unique service scenarios of remote education.


AI-assisted teaching



VR remote teaching
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Figure 2-9 Remote education networking

AR/VR teaching contents are uploaded to the cloud. The cloud computing capability is used to
implement AR/VR running, rendering, display, and control. The high bandwidth and low latency of
5G are used to transmit the content to VR glasses in real time and construct AR/VR cloud
platforms and applications. These include virtual labs, popular science teaching, and 3D
interactive classrooms.
AR teaching content example:

VR teaching content example:

Network requirements:
VR teaching:
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Bandwidth: 25–40 Mbps (4K)



Latency: 80 ms

AR Teaching:


Bandwidth: 25–40 Mbps (4K, not required for most scenarios)



Latency: 10 ms. Interactive AR operations have high latency requirements.

2.3.2 Industrial Park
2.3.2.1 Smart Port
Smart ports are built through 5G.

Application scenarios: Remote gantry crane control, automated guided vehicle (AGV) control, and
autonomous driving of container trucks


Wireless cameras are deployed on tower cranes and bridge cranes to upload images in real
time, enabling personnel to perform loading and unloading remotely in the operation room.



Remote auxiliary control of AGVs



5G-based autonomous driving control of unmanned trucks

Overall, industrial parks are enterprise applications, and their service scenarios are predominantly
video surveillance and remote control.
Network requirements:
HD video streams:


Latency: 50–80 ms



Bandwidth: 30–100 Mbps



Reliability: 99.9%

Note: If each crane is installed with 18 channels of HD videos in 1080p and 20 fps, the average
media stream bit rate is 2 Mbps, and the required uplink bandwidth is 36 Mbps (18 x 2 Mbps).
Assume that each container yard occupies an area of 450 m x 350 m, each container yard has 14
columns, and each column has two or three gantry cranes. The total uplink bandwidth of such a
container yard is 1,510 Mbps (14 x 3 x 36 Mbps).
Crane control signal flow:
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Latency: 18 ms



Bandwidth: 50–100 kbps



Reliability: 99.999%

Note: The programmable logic controller (PLC) watchdog signal latency is 18 ms. Ensuring the
availability of 18 ms in 5G scearios is extremely important and considerations should be made
how to implement it.

2.3.2.2 Commercial Campus
Major service scenarios:


Industrial HD video surveillance



Industrial camera: Machine vision to implement intelligent detection of the assembly process



AR assistance: AR application in the assembly process to provide real-time guidance for
employees, and warn and record non-standard operations

Scenario description:
1.

4K video real-time monitoring: Three 4K HD cameras are installed on the patrol car and
videos are uploaded to the remote monitoring platform through the customer-premises
equipment (CPE).

Network requirements:
a)

Upload: 25-40 Mbps uplink bandwidth. 75–120 Mbps for three concurrent channels.

b)

Download: The maximum peak rate is 1 Gbps, depending on the number of concurrent
videos.

2.

Industrial cameras: 360-degree photographing and scanning. The 5G CPE network directly
sends the scanned images to the private cloud through the mobile edge computing (MEC)
for exception detection.

Figure 2-10 Industrial camera networking

Network requirements: Industrial cameras photograph three images of a module per second.
Each image is 300–600 KB and seven to eight cameras upload images simultaneously, so 50–
115 Mbps uplink rate is required. After photos are combined and processed on the cloud, the final
drawing is less than or equal to 500 MB. Onsite engineers need to download the drawing using a
tablet or PC within 3 seconds, so 1.3 Gbps downlink rate is required.
3.

AR assistance: Image acquisition of the assembly area with the use of AI devices. Assembly
site images are uploaded to the cloud in real time through 5G network. The assembly
personnel can download related materials from the private cloud on the AR device. They can
view the visualized process file information on the AR display in real time to provide real-time
guidance.
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Figure 2-11 AR assistance networking

Network requirements: Typical AR glasses are mainly used for 720p video streaming, so 1.5
Mbps downlink rate is required and the latency must be within 20 ms. The 5G + MEC solution is
required, as 2K–4K video streams are future demands.

2.3.2.3 Smart Fish Pond
Fisheries are predominantly located in remote areas, and major services are monitoring and
feeding. Fish-farming is one of the use cases in aquaculture, and the coastal ecosystem is
required to be studied as a whole to take advantage of potential 5G network functions.
Customer challenges: Diseases, fish health, predators, food waste, pollution, biomass, fish
escaping from farms, extreme/harsh weather conditions, and high costs.
Major service scenarios:


HD video surveillance



Remote feeding

Network requirements:


Uplink: 7.5 Mbps for each camera and 75–135 Mbps for each fishery



Video surveillance latency: The maximum latency is 0.5s, offering complete video experience
for end users.



Ping latency: Around 30 ms now and around 10 ms by 2021



Interaction latency: 200 ms (round-trip)

2.3.3 Industrial Automation
2.3.3.1 Smart Grid
Based on the high-speed bidirectional communication network, advanced sensing and
measurement technologies, control methods, and decision-making support systems are used to
achieve intelligent power grids throughout the power generation, transmission, transformation,
distribution, and consumption phases.
Low-voltage centralized metering is a typical mMTC service.
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Table 2-1 Smart grid network requirements

Service

Communications
Requirements

Typical
Power
Latency Bandwidth Terminal

Differential
protection
for smart
≤ 15 ms
distribution
networks

≥ 2 Mbps

5G
Communica
5G
Communic tions
Network
ations
Terminal
Slice
Terminal Quantity

Intelligent
CPE
DTU

Special Network
Requirements

URLLC

Clock
synchronization:
< 10 μs

URLLC

N/A

URLLC

N/A

6
Automatic
"three-tele"
services for ≤ 50 ms
power
distribution

≥ 2 Mbps

Intelligent
CPE
DTU

Automatic
"three-tele"
services for ≤ 50 ms
power
distribution

≥ 2 Mbps

Intelligent
CPE
DTU

Power grid
emergency
20–50
≤ 200 ms
communicat
Mbps
ions

UAV,
mobile
Hub and
phone, and CPE
camera

6

URLLC
4

N/A
eMBB

Low-voltage
centralized ≤ 3 s
metering

Customize
d
Concentrat
communica
1–2 Mbps or and
100
tions
meter
compartme
nt

mMTC

Precise load
≤ 50 ms
control

1.13 Mbps

Intelligent
CPE
DTU

URLLC

Massive
connection

High reliability
6

Low latency

Major service scenarios: eMBB, URLLC, and mMTC. However, smart grid encounters great
challenges in mMTC scenarios.

2.3.3.2 Smart Iron and Steel Plant
Crown block precise control requires remote zero-wait and short latency, as well as high
definition, high precision, and multi-view UHD video signal switching.
Service Scenario 1: Real-time HD video surveillance in high-risk areas and harsh environments
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Figure 2-12 HD video surveillance networking

The control center can accurately learn about the onsite situation through real-time HD video
surveillance, generate warnings in real time, and intervene in advance to avoid safety
misadventure. This additionally reduces patrol workload, improves efficiency, and prevents
production accidents.
Service scenario 2: PLC-based remote video control in high-risk areas and harsh environments
Figure 2-13 PLC-based remote control networking

The solution consists of the crown block operating system, 5G network, and crown block
(including PLC and camera). The crown block operating system is used to remotely control the
crown block in real time. The 5G's low latency feature offers operators with HD videos from the
first angle of view and enables zero-latency control, ensuring precise and real-time remote
control. It frees operators from noisy, dusty, and high-temperature environments. The feature
further improves the working environment, raises work efficiency, and prevents production
accidents.
Service scenario 3: Remote robotic arms in high-risk areas and harsh environments (on-click slag
addition)
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Figure 2-14 One-click slag addition networking

The robotic arm can operate independently through one-click remote control. The slag-adding
mechanical arm can be remotely connected to the control system through a 5G mobile phone to
implement remote one-click control anytime and anywhere. The mechanical arm next to the high
temperature boiler can run automatically, and the slag-adding mechanical arm sprays the iron ore
slags evenly into the steel-making boiler to improve the steel production quality. This prevents
workers from working near high temperature boilers, improves the working environment, reduces
labor costs, and avoids production safety hazards.
Service scenario 4: Unmanned crown block
Figure 2-15 Unmanned crown block networking

The unmanned crown block system consists of collectors (including 3D scanner, laser ranger,
coderc, and camera), 5G network, and PLC. The scanner collects information about the
horizontal and vertical directions. The laser ranger collects distance information, and the camera
collects information and images about surrounding materials, pits, vehicles, and bucket height as
well as loading and unloading positions, and transmits data to the MEC (to be deployed later) in
real time for data processing and establishing onsite data 3D models. At the same time, AI
algorithms construct action instruction sets and deliver them to the crown block for execution,
implementing unmanned crown block for production.
5G network overall requirements:
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Table 2-2 Video surveillance network requirements
Application
Scenario

Device Quantity

Bandwidth Requirement

Video upload

M cameras (1080p) and one
panoramic camera (4K) on each
crown block

1080p: 4 Mbps per channel, N x 4 Mbps
per crown block
4K: 32 Mbps per channel, 32 Mbit/s per
crown block

Table 2-3 Network requirements on PLC-based remote video control
Applicaion
Scenario

Device Quantity

Bandwidth
Requirement

RTT

Remote control

One PLC module on each crown block

/

20-50 ms

3 For details about the experience requirements and baselines,
see section 4 5G ToB Service Modeling Framework
3.1 ToB & B2C Modeling Differences
Table 3-1 B2C and ToB modeling analysis dimensions
Analysis
Dimension/Service
Type

B2C Experience
Modeling

ToB Experience Modeling

Quality commitment

Operators do not make
SLA commitments to
individual users.

Operators make SLA commitments to
enterprise customers.

Satisfaction

Complaints and churn
occur following poor
single-user
experience: Individual
experience modeling is
important.

No complaints from things but if the overall
SLA does not meet the requirements,
customers may claim for compensation
based on contracts. Group experience
modeling is more important.

Troubleshooting

B2C users can rectify
the fault by themselves
by powering off, calling
the assistance hotline,
or consulting
associates.

ToB users cannot. Once a fault occurs, the
system will be suspended.

Traffic model

B2C services are
bursts (long-time or
short-time data
transmission).

ToB services are continuous or involve
regular bursts. Services are always online.
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Analysis
Dimension/Service
Type

B2C Experience
Modeling

ToB Experience Modeling

Software application

B2C software systems
are dominated by few
providers.

The ToB-oriented software systems present
long tail characteristics.

Network
characteristics

Shared networks
cannot guarantee
differentiated QoS for
different services.

SA networking and slicing: ensures
differentiated QoS requirements of different
services.

Technical challenges

Encrypted
identification,
experience modeling,
and traffic explosion

E2E QoS measurement (UDP) and dynamic
QoS guarantee

KPI difference

Throughput and
latency

In addition to throughput and latency,
consider energy consumption, network
resource usage, and abnormal distribution of
objects.

Optimization points

Wireless RF quality,
CN-SP route/rate
limiting/packet loss

Wireless RF quality, network structure
adjustment, and resource allocation policy

Table 3-2 B2C and ToB modeling differences
B2C Experience Modeling

ToB Experience Modeling

PSPU individual experience modeling

Group quality modeling for "things"

Ensuring the monopolistic
applications, categorized experience
modeling

Too many application scenarios, customized modeling
+ general categorized modeling

Strive for ultimate user experience

Optimal balance between network resources and
experience

Precise QoS measurement (for
example, RTT 99.9% precision)

Precise measurement + AI-based quality prediction
(with confidence)

Experience evaluation and
demarcation are the driving force of
service solutions.

Experience assurance is the driving force of service
solutions.
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3.2 ToB Modeling Method Exploration
3.2.1 Fine-grained Spatio-temporal Modeling
Figure 3-1 ToB QoS and space-time relationship

ToB QoS modeling must be based on time and space.


In the time domain, event-driven instantaneous traffic impact or packet quantity impact
causes burst latency and packet loss. As radio devices and core network/bearer network
devices perform instantaneous queuing, the queuing mechanism of different services needs
to be modeled to quantify the QoS impact such as the latency, packet loss, and bandwidth of
service processing within a time slice.



In the space domain, rapid changes in channel quality caused by mobility and
communication location changes are quantified in channel quality modeling. MEC resource
allocation also impacts the overall ToB service quality. If MEC planning and resource
allocation are properly performed, the MEC processing latency and application layer
processing latency are not closely related to the location. However, this parameter is not
considered.



Spatio-temporal modeling: First, the quality of a single time slice is modeled, with the impact
of the queuing model and the channel model on the quality fully considered in the single time
slice. For services that span multiple time slices, check whether the quality of the time slices
is related. If they are related, use the state change method (such as Markov) for associated
evaluation. If the quality of time slices is independent, the weighted average or the moving
weighted average considering the near-end effect can be used to evaluate the
comprehensive service quality.

The average performance alone is insufficient for ToB service quality evaluation. Transient poor
quality (burst latency, burst congestion, burst packet loss, and burst jitter) is generated at the time
slice level. Different objects in the same time slice represent different positions in space and may
change over time. Assume that a location of an object in a same time slice is fixed. It should be
noted that service quality varies greatly at different locations, that is, the final comprehensive
quality is a two-dimensional function of time and space.
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The following uses end-to-end latency as an example. Assume that the latency (D) is a twodimensional function of time and space:
𝐷(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ), 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑁], 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑀]
In the formula, 𝑥𝑖 is the current time slice, the maximum quantity of time slices in the evaluation
period is N, 𝑦𝑗 is the current object, and each object has a different location, thus represents a
different spatial location, and the maximum quantity of objects is M.
𝑖=𝑁,𝑗=𝑀

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∬

𝐷(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 )𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

𝑖=1,𝑗=1

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) is the double integral of D in the space-time dimension and represents the accumulated
measurement of the latency, which is presented as the volume of the blue area in the figure.
𝑓 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∬ 𝐷 ∗(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 )𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 , 𝐷 ∗ (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ) > 𝐷𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦
𝑓 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦) indicates the sample integral of the latency that exceeds the boundary.
𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑃(𝐷 > 𝐷𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 ) =

𝑓 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦)
× 100%
𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)

Figure 3-2 Double integral representation of spatial-temporal distribution of mass

In a measurement period, the E2E latency of all objects can be measured using 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) and
𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦).

3.2.2 Scenario-based Event-driven Modeling
In ToB networks, wireless sensors are used frequently, and all applications that use in-situ
sensors strongly depend on their proper operation, which is difficult to ensure. These sensors are
usually cheap and prone to failure. For many tasks, sensors are used in harsh weather
conditions, making them more vulnerable to damage. In addition, industrial devices have high
requirements on reliability. Common faults can be detected by alarms in the tenant system.
However, hidden faults are difficult to detect due to external factors or aging. If they are not
handled in a timely manner, faults gradually occur, reducing the SLA. Therefore, the pre-detection
and pre-analysis of the abnormal behavior of objects are significant to the preventive
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management of enterprises. And because of the number and variety of things, the detection
process must be automated, scalable, and fast enough for real-time streaming data.
In conclusion, machine learning and heuristic learning-based anomaly detection technologies will
play an increasingly important role in various future 5G IoT applications.
Anomaly Detection in Intelligent Inhabitant Environment
In intelligent inhabitant environment, embedded sensor technology plays a major role in
monitoring occupants' behavior. The inhabitants interact with household objects, and embedded
sensors generate time-series data to recognize performed activities. Generated sensor data is
very sparse, because the sensor values change when the inhabitant interacts with objects. The
need for robust anomaly detection models is essential in any intelligent environment.


Statistical methods in intelligent inhabitant environment



Machine learning methods in intelligent inhabitant environment

Anomalous Behavior in Intelligent Transportation System
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Statistical methods in intelligent transportation systems



Machine learning methods in intelligent transportation systems

Anomalous Behavior in Smart Objects
The smart object is a fast-growing area to connect multiple objects together and enable
communication between them. It collects valuable data that can be a source of information and
knowledge for a wide range of applications. During our research, we found the following statistical
and machine learning literature that is aligned with our research questions and search criteria


Statistical methods in smart objects
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Machine learning methods in smart objects

Anomalous Behavior in Healthcare Systems
Anomaly detection, analysis, and prediction are considered a revolution in redefining health care
systems. In such systems, a clear impact can be seen on health management and wellness to
improve quality of life and remote monitoring of chronic patients. Such systems pose a great
challenge to reducing the generation of false alarms. In our systematic literature survey, we have
found sufficient approaches and methods to identify anomalous behavior of sensors, humans, or
machines in healthcare environment.


Statistical methods in healthcare systems
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Machine leaning methods in healthcare systems

Anomalous Behavior in Industrial Systems
In industrial systems, the design and development of anomaly detection methods are crucial to
reduce the chance of unexpected system failures. It has been found that the developed methods
for anomaly detection have been successfully applied to predictive and proactive maintenance.
Such methods are widely used to improve productivity performance, save machine downtime,
and analyze the root causes of faults.


Statistical methods in industrial systems



Machine leaning methods in industrial systems
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3.3 ToB Modeling Frame
3.3.1 Indicator-driven Modeling Framework
Figure 3-3 ToB indicator-driven modeling framework analysis

ToB service modeling framework:


Service scenarios: The various ToB service scenarios can be generally categorized into three
types: eMBB, uRLLC, and mMTC. Based on the understanding of service requirements of
the current 5G project, from the perspective of network requirements, the services can be
classified into uplink multimedia transmission services, downlink multimedia transmission
services, real-time interactive services, and wide connection services. Currently, highmobility services are not seen in projects. Theoretically, high-mobility services are a special
scenario of multimedia services and real-time interactive services.
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Service quality: Different service types have different requirements on networks.
Differentiated indicator systems are recommended.



Network performance: Network is the foundation of service quality. Network performance can
be classified into radio access performance, radio channel quality, and core network
transmission performance.

Due to radio resource preemption and resource insufficiency, neither 4G nor 5G networks can
meet each user’s quality requirement. The SLA is not specific to individual users, rather, it is
specific to the entire network.

3.3.2 Event-driven Modeling Framework
Figure 3-4 ToB event-driven modeling framework

This document describes the event-driven modeling method, which touches upon problems that
cannot be covered by traditional latency/rate indicators. This method is from the perspective of
identifying anomalies and analyzing problem types through big data and clustering analysis,
rather than the perspective of PSPU experience modeling. To indicate the overall poor quality of a
service behavior, you can set the service sub-health index as the comprehensive service quality
evaluation indicator affected by anomalies.
General network data transmission behaviors can be classified into the following types:


Uplink long-duration transmission behavior



Downlink long-duration transmission behavior



Burst wide connection behavior



Burst small packet interaction



Periodic heartbeat behavior

There is no universial anomaly detection solution that can help define the pattern of anomalies
based on the service scenario and possible symptoms. Instead, case-by-case definition of
anomaly events based on service characteristics is required. For development of platform
products, consider the template, invoking mechanism, and upper-layer statistical indicator
calculation model defined for abnormal events, which can be fixed to form product capabilities of
edge and central nodes. However, behavior analysis and anomalies definition based on service
behavior analysis by service delivery experts are required in frontline projects.
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4 5G ToB Service Indicator System
4.1 Uplink Multimedia Transmission Service
4.1.1 Impact Factor
Multimedia transmission services include the following types:
1.

For uplink real-time streaming media transmission services, such as live stream download
and video surveillance, videos are transmitted in real time based on the video quality, such
as the frame rate, bit rate, and resolution. The network transmission rate must meet the bit
rate requirements, while the transmission latency must meet certain requirements.

2.

Uplink multimedia message services, such as voice messages, picture messages, and video
messages are transmitted to the server. Such non-real-time transmission services are
generally one-off best-effort transmission. The higher the rate requirement, the better the
service experience. The service experience mainly depends on the transmission latency,
which is closely related to the rate and file size and is not an objective indicator. The uplink
rate is used as the core evaluation indicator.

Table 4-1 Core factors affecting the uplink real-time streaming media transmission services
Factor

Impact

Bit rate

The bit rate refers to the number of audio or video bits transmitted or processed
per unit time. It is a common indicator for measuring the audio and video quality.
Specifically, a high resolution, high frame rate, and low compression rate usually
lead to an increase in bit rates given the same coding used.

Frame rate

The frame rate indicates how frequently pictures appear on display continuously
in the unit of frame. The frame rate of the video content must be compatible with
the frame rate attribute of the display device. For example, live broadcast
services have higher requirements on frame rate stability. Frame rate fluctuation
may deteriorate the quality of transmission videos in live broadcast.

Resolution

The video resolution indicates to the number of pixels contained in the video
content. The video resolution must be compatible with the resolution of the
display device. Otherwise, the video resolution may decrease or the video may
not be displayed. For real-time live broadcast transmission services, the
resolution is fixed and is closely related to the capabilities of terminals (such as
cameras).

Packet loss

Packet loss has a significant impact on the quality of multimedia content. When a
packet including an I-frame is lost, all subsequent frames of a same GOP frame
depending on the frame are lost, which, as a result, could cause pixelization,
frame blocking, and video output stalling. This can also be applied to audio
streams. Packet loss can be measured by the average packet loss rate or burst
packet loss rate. Burst packet loss has a greater impact on the system.
Therefore, it must be considered separately.

Data
packet
latency

When a packet is transmitted from the source to the destination, transmission
latency occurs. If the latency reaches a certain threshold, image blocking and
image damage may occur.
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Factor

Impact

Jitter

The propagation latency is not constant in a period of time. Therefore, the
latency is changing across the entire network. Jitter is an indicator to measure
this variability. The real-time streaming media service requires stable IP streams.
Jitter may cause buffer overflow and underload, resulting in pixelization and
frame freezing of the streaming content.

Average
throughput

Rate is a key indicator for ensuring video transmission quality. The average rate
alone is not enough. For real-time transmission services, rate fluctuation causes
buffer overflow during video transmission. As a result, video frames cannot be
played smoothly.

Peak
throughput

Peak throughput in the real-time streaming media transmission service is
measured by the bit rate when the quality is high. In fact, the peak throughput
usually does not reflect the network transmission capability. Therefore, the peak
throughput is the maximum throughput that can be reached instantaneously.
This number reflects the transmission performance of the pipe.

Throughput
swing

Throughput swing is defined as the proportion of the throughput that exceeds
that of the previous or next session. It indicates the throughput fluctuation.

The average performance cannot reflect the uplink multimedia transmission
service experience. Burst congestion or deterioration will adversely impact user
experience.
● The "dynamic index" and "swing index" are introduced to reflect the
fluctuation.
● The proportion of the upward fluctuation that exceeds the range of μ+3σ is
the upward swing index.
● The proportion of the downward fluctuation that exceeds the range of μ-3σ
is the downward swing index. It is the most essential indicator of quality
deterioration.
● For uplink real-time transmission services, a lower swing index indicates
stabler transmission performance and better user experience.
● From the perspective of real-time measurement, the values of μ and 3σ are
calculated based on the average value and variance of the current time.
Therefore, their values change dynamically. In the figure, μ and 3σ are
represented as an f(x) curve.
Mobility
interruption
time

Mobility interruption time refers to the service interruption latency generated
when a terminal moves. This indicator does not apply to fixed terminals.

Interactive
latency

Interactive latency indicates the latency of the interactive behavior generated
during user operations such as camera switch or video playing or pausing. This
latency affects user experience in real-time operations.

The throughput stability is proposed in this paper, according to the research on the real-time
streaming media protocol in ITU-T P.1201.
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Table 4-2 Core factors affecting the uplink multimedia message transmission services
Factor

Impact

Transmission
waiting time

Under poor network performance, the transmission waiting time is long,
adversely affecting user experience.
However, in this scenario, the transmission waiting time is closely related to
the size of the file to be transmitted. Therefore, it cannot reflect the objective
service quality, and is not recommended to be used for evaluation and
monitoring.

Uplink
throughput

Throughput is the key to guaranteeing the quality of video transmission.
Multimedia message transmission is essentially a file uploading process.
Throughput assurance is the key. Unlike real-time streaming media services,
uploading services are best-effort services, which reflect the maximal uplink
transmission performance of pipes.

Throughput
swing index

In upload services, the file size varies according to the enterprise
requirements. When a large file is transmitted, the transmission latency is
high. In this case, the throughput fluctuation affects the waiting time and user
experience.

4.1.2 Indicator System
Table 4-3 Indicator system of uplink real-time streaming media transmission services
Layer

Protocol

Comprehensive
Score

E-Score

Indicator

Indicator Measurement
Description

Media Quality Index

Media quality
index

MPEG

Video resolution

Generally, the resolution of the
camera is fixed.

MPEG

Video bit rate

Generally, the average bit rate of
the camera is fixed.

MPEG

Video frame rate

Generally, the average frame rate of
the camera is fixed.

MPEG

Video encoding
and decoding

H.264/H.265 image compression
encoding

MPEG

Audio bit rate

Generally, the average bit rate of
the camera is fixed.

MPEG

Audio frame rate

Generally, the average frame rate of
the camera is fixed.

(MQI)

Interaction
quality index

Interaction Quality Index

(IQI)

SDK

2021-1-22
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Latency from the time a control
message is sent to the time the
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Layer

Protocol

Indicator

Indicator Measurement
Description
message is responded.

MPEG

Encoding latency

Encoding latency of the camera

MPEG

Decoding latency

Decoding latency of the decoding
server

RTSP

Video playback
latency

Latency from PLAY to 200OK

RTSP

Video pause
latency

Latency from PAUSE to 200OK

RTCP

Round-trip latency

Calculated based on the RTCP
timestamp

RTCP

Latency jitter

Calculated based on the round-trip
latency

Presentation Quality Index

Presentation
quality index

SDK

Slice

Obtaining the decoding server SDK

SDK

Stall

Obtaining the decoding server SDK

RTP

Average uplink
throughput

Calculating the average value at the
flow level

RTP

Uplink peak
throughput

Setting the sampling window and
maximum measurement value

RTP

Uplink throughput
swing index

Fluctuation of the experience
throughput

RTP

Average transmit
packet discard
rate

Calculated based on the RTP
sequence

RTP

Burst transmit
packet discard
rate

Calculated based on the RTP
sequence

RTCP

Round-trip latency

Calculated based on the RTCP
timestamp

RTCP

Latency jitter

Calculated based on the round-trip
latency

(PQI)

In the uplink multimedia message transmission scenario:
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Table 4-4 Indicator system of uplink multimedia message services
Category

Indicator

Comprehensive service
quality evaluation

Transmission quality index/E-Score

Uplink transmission quality

UL Average Throughput
UL Peak Throughput
UL Throughput Swing Index

4.1.3 Modeling Method
Figure 4-1 E-Score modeling framework for uplink real-time streaming media transmission services

Table 4-5 I.11–input parameters of media quality
Input
Parameter
Name

Abbreviatio
n

Value

Obtaining
Frequency

Data
Source

Modul
e

Mode 0

MQI

Video bit rate

𝑉𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜𝐵𝑟

Float, kbps

Per segment

Video frame
rate

𝑉𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜𝐹𝑟

Integer

Per segment

Float, ms

Per segment

Measurement
interval
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Input
Parameter
Name

Abbreviatio
n

Value

Obtaining
Frequency

Video
resolution

𝑅𝑒𝑠

Length x width 2880 x
1600

Per segment

Video
encoding

𝑉𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑐

One of: H264-baseline,
H264-high, H264-main,
H265-high, H265-main

One Session

Object moving
speed

objSpeed

Float, Km/s

Per segment

Object
distance

obDistance

Float, m

Per segment

Screen size

screenSize

Float, in

One Session

Float, kbps

One Session

Integer

One Session

Audio bit rate
Audio
encoding

𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑜𝐵𝑟
𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑐

Data
Source

Modul
e

Table 4-6 I.12–Input parameters of interaction quality
Input
Parameter
Name

Abbreviation

Value

Obtaining
Frequency

Data
Source

Module

Mode 0

IQI

Encoding
latency

𝐷𝑒

Float, ms

Per Segment

Decoding
latency

𝐷𝑑

Float, ms

Per Segment

Interactive
latency

𝐷𝑖

Float, ms

Per Segment

Round-trip
latency

𝐷𝑟𝑡

Float, ms

Per Segment

Latency jitter
Playback
latency
Pause
latency

2021-1-22

Mode 0
Mode 1

𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟

Float, ms

Per Segment

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑦𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦

Float, ms

One Session

𝑃𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦

Float, ms

One Session
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Table 4-7 I.13–Input parameters of presentation quality
Input
Parameter
Description

Abbreviation

Value

Obtaining
Frequency

Data
Source

Module

Float, ms

Per Segment

Mode 0

PQI

Pixelization start
time

𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐵𝑇

Pixelization end
time

𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐸𝑇

Float, ms

Per Segment

Frame freezing
start time

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐵𝑇

Float, ms

Per Segment

Frame freezing
end time

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐸𝑇

Float, ms

Per Segment

𝑉𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑐

Float, kbps

One Session

Average
throughput

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑔

Float, kbps

Per Segment

Peak throughput

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

Float, kbps

Per Segment

Throughput
upward swing
index

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑖

Float, %

Per Segment

Throughput
downward swing
index

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑑𝑙𝑠𝑖

Float, %

Per Segment

Average packet
loss rate

𝑝𝑝𝑙

Float, ms

Per Segment

Burst packet
loss rate

𝑏𝑝𝑙

Float, %

Per Segment

Latency jitter

𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟

Float, ms

Per Segment

Video bit rate

Mode 1



The formula for calculating the uplink real-time streaming media service indicators is as
follows:

2.

Media quality (enhanced based on ITU-T P.1201)

[E-Score]
𝐸𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝜔1 ∗ 𝑀𝑄𝐼 + 𝜔2 ∗ 𝐼𝑄𝐼 + 𝜔3 ∗ 𝑃𝑄𝐼
[Media quality index]
𝑀𝑄𝐼 = 𝑐1 ∗ 𝑄𝐴 + 𝑐2 ∗ 𝑄𝑉
[Audio quality]
𝑄𝐴 = 𝐼𝐴 − 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑑𝐴
𝑄𝐴 is the predicted audio quality. 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑑𝐴 is the quality impairment caused by audio compression.
𝐼𝐴 is the impact of different audio encoding formats 𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑐. The score of the PCM encoding
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format is 100, and other audio encoding formats (AAC-LC, HE-AACv2, MPEG1-LII, AC3) all have
quality impairment.
𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑑𝐴 = 𝑎1𝐴 ∗ exp(𝑎2𝐴 ∗ 𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑜𝐵𝑟) + 𝑎3𝐴
[Video quality]
Figure 4-2 Modeling framework for video quality index



Dq (Quantization Degradation): impact of a unit quantity of quantized bits on video quality



Dt (Temporal Degradation): impact of time complexity on video quality



Du (Upscaling Degradation): impact of spatial complexity on video quality
𝑄𝑉 = 𝑓(𝐷𝑞 , 𝐷𝑢 , 𝐷𝑡 )
𝐷𝑞 = 𝑓1 (𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑅𝑒𝑠, 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒)
𝐷𝑢 = 𝑓2 (𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑅𝑒𝑠, 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑅𝑒𝑠, 𝑜𝑏𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒)
𝐷𝑡 = 𝑓3 (𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑, 𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝐿𝑒𝑛, 𝐷𝑞 , 𝐷𝑢 )

[Presentation quality index]
[Mode0]
𝑃𝑄𝐼 = 𝑏1𝑉 ∗ log((𝑏2𝑉 ∗ 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 + 𝑏3𝑉 ∗ 𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜) + 1)
Of which:
𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

[Mode1]
𝑃𝑄𝐼 = 𝑐1𝑉 ∗ log((𝑐2𝑉 ∗ 𝑄𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ + 𝑐3𝑉 ∗ 𝑄𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 + 𝑐4𝑉 ∗ 𝑄𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 ) + 1)
𝑄𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = 𝑏1 ∗
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𝑇ℎ𝑟
∗ exp(𝑏2 ∗ 𝑈𝐿𝑆𝐼 + 𝑏3 ∗ 𝐷𝐿𝑆𝐼 + 𝑏4 )
𝑉𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜𝐵𝑟
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𝑄𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑝1 ×

𝑝𝑝𝑙
+ 𝑝0
𝑝𝑝𝑙
+
𝑏𝑝𝑙
𝐵𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑅

𝑄𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝑗1 ∗ exp(𝑗2 ∗ 𝐽𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝑗3 )
In the formula, 𝐵𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑅 indicates the impact factor of burst packet loss on services compared
with random packet loss. For live video, the value is fixed.
[Interaction quality index]
𝐼𝑄𝐼 = 100 − 𝑄𝑢𝑝 − 𝑄𝑠𝑝
[User-plane response model]
𝑄𝑢𝑝 = 𝑎1𝐼 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑎2𝐼 ∗ (𝐷𝑟𝑡 + 𝐷𝑒 + 𝐷𝑑 ) + 𝑎3𝐼 ∗ 𝐽𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝑎4𝐼 )
[Control-plane response model]
𝑄𝑠𝑝 = 𝑏1𝐼 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑏2𝐼 ∗ (𝐷𝑖 ) + 𝑏3𝐼 )
In the formula, 𝐷𝑖 can be obtained in different methods. Some applications may directly obtain
the value from a control-plane interaction message, and others may obtain the value from a
protocol. For a play action in the RTSP protocol, 𝐷𝑖 = 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑦𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦, and for a pause action, 𝐷𝑖 =
𝑃𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦. Success rate indicators are not closely related to the network. Therefore, you are
advised not to include them into the calculation of interaction quality.


The formula for calculating the uplink multi-media message service is as follows:

For this best-effort multimedia file uploading behavior, consider the uplink bandwidth and its
stability.
𝑄𝑀 = 100 − 𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
0,
𝑇ℎ𝑟 < 𝑇ℎ𝑟0
𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = {
(𝑏1 × 𝑇ℎ𝑟 + 𝑏0 ) × exp(𝑏2 × 𝑈𝐿𝑆𝐼 + 𝑏3 × 𝐷𝐿𝑆𝐼 + 𝑏4 ) , 𝑇ℎ𝑟 ≥ 𝑇ℎ𝑟0
NOTE

1.

There is no technical difficulty in measuring the throughput and the data is easy to obtain. However, you
might run into technical difficulties when trying to measure the throughput fluctuation, as it depends on
products or small-granularity statistics for implementation (e.g. probe-based dotting, such as MR data
implementation). Additionally, the throughput fluctuation measurement must be performed in a specific
time window, because indicator value varies significantly in different time windows.

2.

Latency measurement is also technically difficult, as in most scenarios, it is difficult to obtain precise
latency metrics. This document provides an end-to-end latency model, which is a non-intrusive smallgranularity latency evaluation algorithm. This algorithm can be used to obtain latency indicators, and
can break down the latency problem to radio factors such as congestion, interference, and coverage,
and provide the requirement boundary of each factor. In this way, the problem can be demarcated for
subsequent optimization.

Experience Baseline.

4.1.4 Industrial UAV
UAV is a specific service scenario in 5G use cases. The preceding section mentions the UAV
application in the security system. The basic services provided by UAVs are similar regardless of
the use cases. This section describes the basic transmission mechanism and basic service
scenarios of UAVs.
UAVs mainly use the point-to-point transmission technology, which is classified into the
following types:
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Service
Scenario

Description

Bandwidth

Latency

Real-time flight
control
command

Commands for flight control. It
is an interactive process from
sending a request to receiving
a response.

10 kbps

20–100 ms

Multimedia data
transmission

Photographing and upload of
image data, including HD
images, infrared images, and
VR images.

x–x Mbps

/

Video upload

Different cameras are used in
different application scenarios.
Videos are provided for
survey, viewing, searching,
and patrol.

Several to
dozens of
megabytes

20–100 ms

Network requirements in industrial application scenarios:
Application
Scenario

Service

Uplink Rate

Control
Latency

Coverage
Height

Coverage
Range

Logistics

Autonomous
flight

200 kbps

< 100 ms

/

Manual
takeover
based on HD
videos

25 Mbps

< 20 ms

< 100 m

Urban,
suburban, and
rural areas

Pesticide
spraying

300 kbps

< 100 ms

< 10 m

Land survey

20 Mbps

< 20 ms

< 200 m

4K video
upload

25 Mbps

< 20 ms

< 100 m

Patrol covers
infrastructure,
and security
covers cities.

Surveying
and mapping

Laser
surveying and
mapping

100 Mbps

< 20 ms

< 200 m

Urban and rural
areas

Live
broadcast

4K video
upload

25 Mbps

< 20 ms

< 100 m

Cities and tourist
attractions

8K video
upload

100 Mbps

< 20 ms

< 100 m

Agriculture

Patrol
Security
Rescue

Rural areas

Requirements on continuous coverage of UAVs in industrial scenarios:
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The operators' networks need to offer continuous coverage to meet the requirements of full-route
coverage and uplink bandwidth, if the flight range of UAVs exceeds 5 km and real-time video
upload is required.


Forest or marine area patrol and mapping: The 4G network cannot offer coverage and stable
bandwidth assurance in the UAV operating environment (outdoor, 100 to 200 meters above
the ground). Therefore, the video recording mode is used for post-analysis.



Fire fighting: The UAV is about 50 meters high in urban areas with good 4G network
coverage. The 4G module of the UAV supports real-time upload of 480p or 720p videos.



Express delivery: Fixed flight routes. No control during flight and no need for real-time video
upload.
NOTE

5G massive MIMO 3D network coverage and vertical multi-beam features are jointly used for low-altitude
coverage. The main lobe covers the ground, and the side lobe covers the low-altitude area for UAVs.

4.1.5 FWA Service
Case source: FWA reconstruction project
Figure 4-3 5G ToB FWA networking

Three Service Scenarios
Access routers (ARs) establish GRE tunnels to differentiate services.


Voice: enterprise voice services, including IP calls and video conference



Data: enterprise fax and POS data services



Internet: enterprise Internet services, including web browsing, video, and mails

SLA Requirements


Service availability: transmission channel availability



Latency and packet loss: transmission channel performance



Rate: transmission channel performance

Customer requirements:
1.

FWA transmission performance assurance: not service specific, and involving transmission
performance SLA (rate, latency, packet loss, and availability) assurance

2.

Service experience assurance: focusing on voice, data, and Internet services
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Figure 4-4 Typical networking for enterprise services

Voice services use the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), and media streams use the Real-Time
Transport Protocol (RTP).
Figure 4-5 SIP VoIP service process
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4.1.6 Smart City
Widescale use cases in the context of future smart city:








Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) services oriented to consumer portable devices, such
as smartphones, tablets, and laptops
−

Primarily powered by 4K video and real-time media streams

−

Support for challenging AR and VR applications in local hotspots, if required

Vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) services
−

Entertainment and advertising content for passengers

−

Road and driving conditions and navigation information services (such as parking)

−

Assisted and autonomous driving

Public utility services
−

Environmental monitoring and intelligent transport system

−

Smart energy, including smart metering and smart grid

Logistics
−

Sensor data for tracking goods in transit

The following table lists the service requirements.
Item

Impact

Minimum required
throughput

This is the minimum throughput that must be guaranteed to ensure user
experience. The bandwidth allowed by networks must be above UEperceived bandwidth.

E2E latency

This is the minimum UE-perceived latency that must be guaranteed to
ensure user experience. It includes the round trip time (RTT) as well as
the time for receiving and acknowledging data at the application layer, in
addition to the time spent by other protocol layers.

Volume per service
per day

Average data volume consumed by each device

Number of devices

Expected density of devices for a given service, and can match the
traffic density of the given service in an area.

Percentage of
scenarios with
service coverage

Percentage of devices that are able to receive a given service

The following table lists the network requirements in different service scenarios.
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Service
Component

Minimum
Required Bit Rate

E2E
Latency

Reliability and
Security

Number of Devices
or Users per km2

eMBB supporting
360-degree video
(high throughput but
not necessarily low
latency)

50 Mbps

< 100 ms

Best effort
reliability and
Consumer
grade security

Up to 150,000

AR/VR-based
eMBB with low
latency (<10 ms)
and high throughput

50 Mbps

< 10 ms

Best effort
reliability and
Consumer
grade security

Up to 150,000

Intelligent traffic
signal control (high
reliability, low
throughput MTC
service)

Minimum
connectivity

> 100 ms

High reliability
and high
security

100s of road
sensors in the port
area.

eMBB service
supporting 4k+
video (high
throughput MTC
service, but not
necessarily low
latency)

10 Mbps

<100ms

Best effort
reliability and
high security

10s of video
surveillance points
in the port area

Low throughput,
high density MTC
for environmental
data analysis or
logistics

Minimum
connectivity

>100 ms

Best effort
reliability and
Consumer
grade security

10s of thousands of
containers in the
port area per day
100s of
environmental
sensors in the port
area

eMBB–consumer
portable devices
(driven by video
applications)

10 Mbps (DL/ UL
(4k video quality
experience)

< 100 ms

Best effort
reliability and
Consumer
grade security

10s of thousands
per km2

V2I–infotainment
(eMBB)

10 Mbps DL (4k
video quality to at
least one
passenger)

< 100 ms

Best effort
reliability and
Consumer
grade security

100s of vehicles per
km2

V2I – driver
information service
(mMTC)

0.5 Mbps DL/UL

< 100 ms

Best effort
reliability and
Consumer
grade security

100s of vehicles per
km2

Environmental
monitors, waste
management and
ITS (mMTC)

Minimum
connectivity UL

> 50 ms

Best effort
reliability and
Consumer
grade security

100s of devices per
km2
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Service
Component

Minimum
Required Bit Rate

E2E
Latency

Reliability and
Security

Number of Devices
or Users per km2

Smart meters–
sensor data, meter
readings, individual
device consumption
(mMTC)

Minimum
connectivity UL

> 50 ms

Best effort
reliability and
Consumer
grade security

10s of thousands
per km2

Smart grid sensor
data and actuator
commands (mMTC)

Minimum
connectivity UL

> 50 ms

Best effort
reliability and
Consumer
grade security

10s of thousands
per km2

Logistics sensor
data for tracking
goods (mMTC)

Minimum
connectivity UL

> 50 ms

Best effort
reliability and
Consumer
grade security

Up to 10k items to
track per km2

V2I–assisted driving

0.5 Mbps DL/UL

< 100 ms

High reliability

100s of vehicles per
km2

4.1.7 Massive Connectivity Services
3GPP cellular systems were primarily designed for human voice and data usage, with less focus
on the needs of machines. Backwards compatibility must be considered for all requirements, as
both CIoT and IIoT devices will likely become mainstays of the industry and will impact the
migration of technology.
1.

Zero Complexity

One of the more demanding requirements is the lowering of device complexity to virtually zero.
This will have a positive impact on the overall cost of devices, as silicon expenses are almost
entirely eliminated. In this regard, 3GPP has identified several features that are not required for
MTC devices and could significantly reduce device complexity. Most notably, it was proposed that
LTE limits device capability to a single receive RF chain, restricting supported peak data rates to
the maximum required by IoT applications while also reducing the supported data bandwidth as
well as support for half duplex operation. Standardization is required to ensure that maintaining
system performance with normal 3GPP devices with additional scheduler restrictions is
achievable to serve these low complexity devices. Considering the schedule, 3GPP has closed
some of the complexity reduction specifications for LTE in Release 12, with the remaining (as well
as all-new) complexity items set to be addressed in Release 13 or later.
2.

Longer Battery Life

A large percentage of IoT devices rely on battery power, some of which are located in remote
areas where replacing or charging batteries may not be possible or economically feasible. Device
miniaturization continuously reduces the physical size of batteries, meaning the total available
energy in a battery may not increase even though the actual technology is improving. This
requires the communications modules of IoT devices to be so energy efficient that decades-long
battery life can be ensured. Battery life of 10 years is already feasible for infrequent data
transmissions with both LPWA technologies and LTE Release 12. However, one of the challenges
for 5G is to achieve the battery life of more than one decade for devices delivering frequent data
transmissions.
3.

Extended Coverage
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Many IIoT and even CIoT applications require wide coverage, examples of which include smart
metering and factory automation with basement coverage. Many connection business models
only work if the majority of devices on the network can be connected. However, due to the nature
of radio channels, it is costly to provide 100% coverage in indoor locations such as basements.
There is also a need to reach that last few percent of devices positioned in challenging locations
without adding significantly to the total cost of the complete solution. Increasing the number of
base stations is a possible solution, but comes at the extra cost of site acquisition/rental,
backhaul provisioning, and other expenses. A more viable approach is to improve coverage levels
in certain critical application contexts without adding significantly to the overall cost of the
solution. In this regard, 3GPP is stipulating MTC devices featuring low complexity and improved
coverage to facilitate a scalable IoT uptake. Notably, coverage improvement can be achieved by
repetition of information, with more details provided in 3GPP Release 12, Stage 3.
4.

MTC User Recognition and Control

Most cost-efficient MTC devices have integrated SIM cards. However, certain scalability,
configuration, and complexity reasons mean that this is not always the case. In these scenarios,
access permission regulation is required using previously defined SIM profiles. SIM cards
typically contain subscriber IMSIs for directly connecting to an HLR, and these include details
about subscribed MTC services and feature profiles. Operators are already able to support
customized MTC services based on subscription profile, such as optimal data packet size and
optimal routes with dedicated access point name (APN) for MTC services. Through the IMSI,
specific charging policies for MTC subscriptions are provisioned by operators, who have complete
control over the subscribers allowed on the network. 3GPP is likely to define one or more new
LTE UE categories for MTC, and this will become one of the primary methods used to identify and
isolate MTC devices if they are impacting performance of the network, as well as restrict access
for MTC devices. A common concern among operators is the restriction of access to roaming
devices, as operators must be able to identify such roaming MTC devices from an MTC specific
UE category and restrict access to the devices if they do not wish to service them.

5G mMTC Customer Requirements
The number of "things" connected through IoT systems today falls short of the forecasts made in
previous years, with IoT deployment lagging behind market research predictions. This is a
surprising development for many people, as providing the planet with IoT capabilities will result in
considerable operational savings and financial gains. In order to properly understand potential
market dynamics, the following three concepts for the roll-out of successful new technologies
must be considered:


Provisioning of the technology



Tested business models that link supply with demand



Strong market demand

A large number of connection technologies and standards have been tested and are available
today, with many already successfully deployed worldwide.
From a business modeling perspective, numerous models are currently available and some have
even been successfully tested in actual commercial deployments. For example, in the smart city
market, the city hall uses smart parking sensors, smart garbage bin sensors, and smart streetlighting sensors. In addition to guiding drivers to vacant parking spots (and thereby reducing
driving time and pollution), the smart parking sensors correlate the occupancy data with the
payment data, the latter of which allows infringements to be spotted more efficiently, thereby
increasing financial income. Smart bin sensors can detect exactly when the bin needs to be
emptied, improving pick-up schedules and saving money. Smart street-lighting sensors regulate
lamp usage according to ambient light conditions and movement on the street (if no movement is
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detected in the early hours of the morning, the lights switch off). This can lead to estimated
savings of 30% on the electricity bill.
Given the extensive supply of technology and the strong business models in place, why has IoT
still developed slower than expected? The reason lies with market demand, which remains
consistently low. This is entirely normal in scenarios involving new technologies and markets. For
example, the Internet took more than a decade to gain widespread use, as people had become
accustomed to offline accounting and shopping and found it difficult to break these habits. Manual
techniques for measuring city air pollution have been in practice for many years, and agencies
are reluctant to now switch to autonomous sensors in the context of IoT smart cities. This general
hesitancy is arguably the biggest challenge for the IoT industry today, which is to create a
genuine demand among industries and consumers. Once demand is generated, and procurement
and supply chains are adapted, IoT will embrace fast growth, just as the Internet did all those
years ago.
The Internet has undergone a massive transformation from being infrastructure-driven (Ethernet
cables, routers, and computers) to business-driven (such as Facebook and Google). Internet of
Things is undergoing a similar transformation. From the perspective of the telecommunications
ecosystem, the 5G Internet of Things will introduce an evolution of business models.

4.2 Related Technologies
4.2.1 UDP
With the growing trend of strict real-time requirements and high reliability of 5G services,
traditional TCP is becoming gradually obsolete, replaced instead by UDP-based protocols.
Table 4-8 Comparison of three live stream transmission protocols
Implementation

Advantage

Disadvantage

Example of
Implementation

TCP

● Fairness

● Possible buffering at
receivers

● HLS

● Guaranteed
delivery
UDP

● High throughput
● Low latency

ARQ

● High throughput
● Guaranteed
delivery within
window

● Limited latency
control

● MPEG-DASH

● Lost packets not
handled

● RTP

● Huge latency (but
often fixed)

● ZIXI

● RTMP

● SRT
● RIST
● LRT

Reference: Official NAB 2019 Conference Paper: White-paper-Cloud-ingest-of-live-video–Anopen-approach-to-RIST-SRT-and-retransmission-protocols
Due in part to the availability of open source options, but more importantly because of
retransmission technology being more easily implemented by software, the number of vendors in
the Internet contribution space is extensive, with new entrants continuously entering the market.
These have been chosen because of their wide applicability, large ecosystems, and openness.
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ZIXI, Secure Reliable Transport (SRT) and Reliable Internet Streaming Transport (RIST) are
typical examples.
Protocol

SRT

RIST

ZIXI

Firewall Traversal

Yes, both sides

Yes, sender only
(both planned)

Yes, both sides

FEC Support

No (planned)

Yes

Yes, proprietary content
awareness

SMPTE 2022-1
Encryption

Yes

No (Planned)

Yes, AES 128/256 &
DTLS

AES 128/256
Path Protection

No (SMPTE 2022-7
planned)

Yes (bonding
optional)

Yes, SMPTE 2022-7,
bonding, primary/standby

Null Packet
Compression

Yes

No (Planned)

Yes

4.2.1.2 ZIXI


Dynamic evaluation of link quality



Content-aware bandwidth optimization



Dynamic dejitter buffer and empty bit sequence compression option



Hybrid intelligent error correction mechanism



Content-aware forward error correction (CA-FEC)



Restoration of lost packets for content-aware automatic repeat query (ARQ)



UDP unicast or multicast seamless bit rate adaptation



Support for diverse industry-standard video codecs and formats (such as MPEG-TS and
RTMP)
ZIXI provides unprecedented interoperability for more than 100 partners and original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs), and over 10,000 real-time video channels in more than
100 countries and regions.

https://zixi.com/

4.2.1.3 SRT
Secure Reliable Transport (SRT) is an open-source commercial toolkit, developed and released
by Haivision Systems. It introduces extended and customized functions based on UDP-based
data transfer (UDT) protocols to implement packet loss detection, latency control, and video
encryption, and enables users to deliver commercial P2P video streams.


Support ARQ, FEC, and video encryption functions
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Figure 4-6 SRT effect

VR platform providers have already adopted the UDP-based SRT protocol to improve cloud VR
game performance.
SRT Alliance Deployment Guide, v1.1.
http://www3.haivision.com/srt-alliance-guide

4.2.1.4 RIST
Reliable Internet Stream Transport (RIST): Perhaps the closest to an actual standard is VSFs
RIST, or TR-06. The RIST technical recommendation has been agreed upon through a process
similar to standardization. It already has more than 30 supporting members, and is growing
rapidly.
https://www.rist.tv/members

4.2.1.5 UDT
UDP-based Data Transfer Protocol (UDT) is built on UDP and has introduced new mechanisms
for congestion and data reliability control. UDT is a connection-oriented two-way application layer
protocol and supports both reliable data streaming and partial reliable messaging.


UDT is duplex, with each entity having two logical parts: a sender and a receiver.



The sender sends (and retransmits) application data according to flow control and rate
control.



The receiver receives both data packets and control packets and provides feedback.



The receiver and sender share one UDP port for packet sending and receiving.



The receiver is responsible for triggering and processing all control events (including
congestion control and reliability control) and their related mechanisms, such as RTT
estimation, bandwidth estimation, response, and retransmission.



UDT packs application data into fixed size packets, known as maximum segment size (MSS)
packets, unless there is not enough data to be sent. As UDT is intended to transfer bulk data
streams, it is assumed that the majority of packets are MSS size. MTU is the optimal value
(including packet headers).
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UDT congestion control algorithm combines rate control and window control, with the former
tuning packet-sending intervals and the latter specifying the maximum number of
acknowledged packets. The parameters used in rate control are updated by bandwidth
estimation techniques.

4.2.1.6 QUIC
Quick UDP Internet Connections (QUIC) is a multi-channel concurrent transmission protocol
initially designed by Google, with a draft submitted to IETF in 2015. Approximately 7% of global
Internet traffic flowed over QUIC in 2018.

Key advantages of QUIC over TCP+TLS+HTTP/2 include:


Reduced time for TCP three-way handshake and TLS handshake



Improved congestion control



Multiplexing without head-of-line blocking



Connection migration



Forward error correction

4.2.2 RTSP
Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) is an IETF-proposed client-server application-level
protocol (in TCP/IP networks) for implementing multimedia playback control. It enables users to
control the playback (pause/resume, rewind, and forward) of streaming media as if they were
operating a local video player. It is described in RFC 2362.
The following figure shows the RTSP protocol stack.
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The RTSP's advantage over HTTP is its support for frame-level control accuracy for video
streams, ensuring a high level of real-time performance. As such, RTSP is widely used for H.323
video conference services on enterprise networks and IPTV services on fixed networks.
Currently, RTSP is also typically used for ToB video backhaul.
An RTSP message can be a client-to-server request and a server-to-client response.
The following table describes the RTSP methods.
Method

Direction

Requirement

Description

DESCRIBE

Client to
server

Recommended

The DESCRIBE method retrieves the description
of a presentation or media object and allows the
Accept header to specify the description formats
that the client understands. The DESCRIBE
reply-response pair constitutes the media
initialization phase of RTSP.

ANNOUNCE

Client to
server

Optional

When sent from a client to a server, the
ANNOUNCE method posts the description of a
presentation or media object identified by the
request URL to a server. When sent from a
server to a client, the ANNOUNCE method
updates the session description in real-time. If a
new media stream is added to a presentation, the
whole presentation description will be sent again,
rather than just the additional components, so
that components can be deleted.

Optional

The GET_PARAMETER method retrieves the
value of a parameter of a presentation or stream
specified in the URL. If no entity body is
contained, this method can be used to test clientserver connection.

Required

An OPTIONS request can be issued at any time,
for example, if the client is about to attempt a
nonstandard request, it does not influence server
state.

Recommended

The PAUSE request causes the stream delivery
to be interrupted temporarily. If the request URL
names a stream, only playback and recording of
that stream is halted. If the request URL names a
presentation or group of streams, delivery of all
currently active streams within the presentation
or group is halted. After resuming playback or
recording, synchronization of the tracks is
maintained. Any server resources are kept,
though servers can close the session and free
resources after being paused for the duration
specified with the timeout parameter of the
Session header in the SETUP message.

Server to
client

GET_PARA
METER

Client to
server
Server to
client

OPTIONS

Client to
server
Server to
client

PAUSE
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Method

Direction

Requirement

Description

PLAY

Client to
server

Required

The PLAY method tells the server to start
sending data via the mechanism specified in
SETUP. A client MUST NOT issue a PLAY
request until any SETUP requests are
acknowledged as successful. The PLAY request
positions the normal play time to the beginning of
the range specified and delivers stream data until
the end of the range is reached. PLAY requests
can be queued: A server queues PLAY requests
to be executed in order.

RECORD

Client to
server

Optional

This method initiates recording a range of media
data according to the presentation description.
The times tamp reflects start and end time. If no
time range is given, the start or end time
provided in the presentation description are used.
If the session has already started, recording is
commenced immediately. The server decides
whether to store the recorded data under the
request-URL or another URL. If the server does
not use the request-URL, the response must be
201 (Created) and contain an entity which
describes the status of the request and refers to
the new resource, and a Location header. A
media server supporting recording of live
presentations supports the clock range format,
and the SMPTE format does not make sense.

REDIRECT

Server to
client

Optional

A REDIRECT request informs the client that it
must connect to another server location. It
contains the mandatory header Location, which
indicates that the client must issue requests for
that URL. It can contain the Range parameter,
which indicates when the redirection takes effect.
If the client continues to send or receive media
for this URL, the client must issue a TEARDOWN
request for the current session and a SETUP for
the new session at the designated host.

SETUP

Client to
server

Required

The SETUP request for a URL specifies the
transport mechanism to be used for the streamed
media. A client issues a SETUP request for a
stream that is already playing to change transport
parameters. If the server does not allow the
change, it responds with error "455 Method Not
Valid In This State". For the benefit of any
intervening firewalls, a client must indicate the
transport parameters even if it has no influence
over these parameters.
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Method

Direction

Requirement

Description

SET_PARA
METER

Client to
server

Optional

This method requests to set the value of a
parameter for a presentation or stream specified
by the URL. A request only contains a single
parameter to allow the client to determine why a
particular request failed. If the request contains
several parameters, the server acts on the
request only if all of the parameters are set
successfully. A server must allow a parameter to
be set repeatedly to the same value, but it cannot
allow changing parameter values. Note:
Transport parameters for the media stream must
be set with the SETUP command. Restricting
setting transport parameters to SETUP is for the
benefit of firewalls. The parameters are split in a
fine-grained fashion so that there can be more
meaningful error indications.

Required

The TEARDOWN request stops the stream
delivery for the given URL, freeing the resources
associated with it. If the URL is the presentation
URL, any RTSP session identifier associated
with the session is no longer valid. Unless all
transport parameters are defined by the session
description, a SETUP request has to be issued
before the session can be played again.

Server to
client

TEARDOW
N

Client to
server

RTSP uses sessions to describe the life cycle of a connection. A session is set up by an RTSP
client using the SETUP method for a media stream. During the liveness of the session, the RTSP
client uses the PLAY, PAUSE, and RECORD methods to control the play, pause, and playback
operations of the media stream, respectively. When the media stream is no longer needed, the
RTSP client closes the session through the TEARDOWN method.

4.2.3 IoT Protocols
4.2.3.1 PROFINET
PROFINET is an open real-time industrial Ethernet communication protocol designed by
PROFIBUS & PROFINET International based on TCP/IP and standards for information
technology. Since 2003, PROFINET has been part of IEC 61158 and IEC 61784.
PROFINET divides packets into two categories. One is non-real-time packets, which are
transmitted based on the TCP/UDP protocol stack and is generally carried out for peer-to-peer
communication between a PLC and another PLC or a configuration software unit. The other is
real-time packets, known as PROFINET IO, which is transmitted based on Siemens-proprietary
underlying protocol stack without relying on TCP/UDP and IP layers to support high-speed I/O
data exchange.
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Figure 4-7 PROFINET protocol stack

These parts highlighted in green are the protocol stack of PROFINET IO.
Table 4-9 PROFINET packet format
Packet Type

Function

Applicable
scenario

PN-PTCP

A Precision Time Control Protocol based on IEEE 1588.
Within this context, it is multicast LLDP packets sent by
slave nodes at an interval of 200 ms and does not require
the master node to reply. PN-PTCP frames are identified
by the Ethertype value 0x8892. Four states are defined:
Sync, DelayResp, Followup, and DelayReq.

Sent between
slave nodes
every 200 ms
since the start

LLDP

A link layer discovery protocol that enables devices to use
TLV elements to send such information as capabilities,
management addresses, device identities, and interface
identifiers to directly connected neighbors. LLDP frames
are identified by the Ethertype value 0x88cc.

Sent between
slave nodes
every 5s since
the start

PN-DCP

A discovery and basic configuration protocol that enables
nodes of specified IP addresses to be identified and
discovered, as well as IP addresses, gateways, and subnet
masks to be configured for them.

It is used only in
the PROFINET
context.

PNIO_PS

Periodic real-time packets within the PROFINET context
between master and slave nodes every 256 cycles (or 8
ms) once a connection is established between them. Sent
by both the master and slave nodes, the type of packets
are transmitted periodically in real time.

Transmission
between master
and slave nodes
within the
PROFINET
context in most
cases
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Packet Type

Function

Applicable
scenario

PNIO-CM

Aperiodic packets transmitted between master and slave
nodes upon the setup and disconnection between them,
which are aperiodically read and written.

Connection
setup between
master and
slave nodes and
non-periodic
read and write
within the
PROFINET
context

4.2.3.2 ZigBee
The ZigBee protocol is designed to meet the requirements of wireless sensors for low cost, low
power consumption, and high fault tolerance. The foundation of Zigbee is IEEE802.15.4. IEEE
protocols only process the low layers of the MAC and physical layer, and the Zigbee Alliance has
extended the IEEE with network layer protocols and APIs standardized. ZigBee is a new shortdistance and low-rate technology that is mainly used for short-range wireless connections. It has
its own standards and coordinates communication between thousands of tiny sensors.
Zigbee is a wireless data transmission network platform consisting of up to 65,000 wireless data
transmission modules. It is similar to the existing CDMA or GSM mobile communications
networks, and each Zigbee network data transmission module is similar to a mobile network base
station. These modules can communicate with each other on the network, and the distance
between each network node can be extended from the standard 75 meters to hundreds of meters
or even several kilometers. In addition, the entire ZigBee network can be connected to other
existing networks.
Generally, Zigbee technology can be used for wireless transmission for applications meeting any
of the following conditions:


Transmission involves many outlets that require data to be collected or monitored;



A small amount of data needs to be transmitted and the device cost must be kept low;



The reliability and security requirements are high;



The device uses a battery power supply;



The device is small and cannot house large rechargeable batteries or power modules;



The terrain is complex and there are many monitoring points, requiring wide network
coverage;



The device is located in the coverage holes of the existing mobile network;



Telemetering and remote control system uses the existing mobile network for low data
transmission;



The GPS is costly or ineffective for locating moving objects in some areas.

It should be noted that no specific routing protocol is specified in the published Zigbee V1.0, and
the specific protocol is implemented by a protocol stack.
ZigBee is designed for industrial and home automation, as well as telemetering and remote
control, for example, for automatic illumination control, wireless data collection and monitoring of
sensors in oilfields, electric power, mining, and logistics management.
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Features of ZigBee technologies met the following requirements of the industrial field on wireless
data transmission:


Low power consumption, low data volume, and low cost



Free ISM frequency band (2.4 G)



Direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) with high anti-interference performance



High confidentiality (64-bit factory number and AES-128 encryption), high integration, and
high reliability

The node modules support automatic dynamic networking, adopt the topology structure including
the mesh network, and use the collision avoidance mechanism. Information is transmitted in the
entire ZigBee network through automatic routing, ensuring reliability.
Technical highlights
1.

Low power consumption: In low power consumption standby mode, two AA batteries can
support one ZigBee node to work for 6 to 24 months or longer. This is a prominent
advantage of ZigBee. In contrast, Bluetooth can work only for weeks at a time, and Wi-Fi can
work only for hours at a time under the same condition.

2.

Low cost: By greatly simplifying the protocol (less than 1/10 of Bluetooth), the demand for
communication controllers are reduced. The predictive calculation is based on the 8051 8-bit
microcontroller. The host nodes with full function require 32 KB flash memory, and subfunction nodes only need 4 KB flash memory. In addition, ZigBee is exempted from the
protocol patent fee. The price of each chip is around US$ 2.

3.

Low rate: ZigBee transmits data at a rate of 20 to 250 kbps. It provides an original data
throughput of 250 kbps (2.4 GHz), 40 kbps (915 MHz), and 20 kbps (868 MHz), meeting the
requirements for low-rate data transmission.

4.

Short distance: The transmission distance ranges from 10 m to 100 m. After the radio
frequency (RF) transmit power is increased, the transmission distance can be increased to
1–3 km. This is the distance between adjacent nodes. The transmission distance will be
even longer if relaying is achieved through routing and inter-node communication.

5.

Short latency: ZigBee is quick to respond, taking only 15 ms to wake from the sleep state,
and only 30 ms to connect a node to the network, further reducing power consumption. By
contrast, Bluetooth needs 3s to 10s and WiFi needs 3s to perform the same operations.

6.

Large capacity: The ZigBee network supports star, tree, and mesh topologies, in which one
master node manages up to 254 sub-nodes. In addition, the master node can be managed
by the upper-layer network node, which can form a large network with a maximum of 65,000
nodes.

7.

High security: ZigBee provides three security levels. The lowest level has no security
settings, the middle-level uses an access control list (ACL) to block unauthorized data
access, and the highest level uses the advanced encryption standard (AES 128). The three
levels can be flexibly adopted to determine the security attributes.

8.

Unlicensed frequency bands: ZigBee adopts the DSSS technology on the Industrial,
Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands, specifically, 2.4 GHz (global), 915 MHz (US) and 868
MHz (Europe).

ZigBee is mainly applicable to the following scenarios:


Homes and other buildings: controlling the temperature of air conditioning, automatic
illumination, automatic curtain rolling, gas metering, and remote control of household
appliances



Industrial control: automatic control of various monitors and sensors



Business: smart tags
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Public places: smoke detectors



Agricultural: collection of information about soil and climate



Medical care: emergency call devices and medical sensors for the elderly and those who
lack mobility.

4.2.3.3 S7Comm
The Siemens S7Comm protocol (applicable to S7-300, S7-400, and S7-1200) implements TCP/IP
functionality based on the block-oriented ISO transmission service. This protocol is encapsulated
in the TPKT and ISO-COTP protocols to enable the protocol data units (PDUs) to be transmitted
through the TCP.
It is used for programming PLCs, data exchange between PLCs, access to PLC data from
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems, and diagnostics.
Figure 4-8 OSI model of the S7Comm protocol

The S7Comm protocol consists of three parts:


Header



Parameter



Data

Figure 4-9 S7Comm header structure

PDU type: indicates the type of PDU. The values are as follows:


0x01: (JOB, request: job with acknowledgment) A request (for example, to read/write
memory, read/write block, start/stop device, or set up communication) sent by the master
device;



0x02: (ACK, acknowledgement without additional field) A simple acknowledgment without
data;
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0x03: (ACK_DATA, Response: acknowledgment with additional field) Generally a response
to a JOB request.



0x07: (USERDATA). The parameter field contains the request/response ID (used for
operations such as programming/debugging, SZL reading, security function, time setting, and
cyclic data).

The following table lists the common function codes used when the PDU type is JOB or
ACK_DATA.
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Hex

Value

0x00

CPU services

0xf0

Set up communication

0x04

Read Var

0x05

Write Var

0x1a

Request download

0x1b

Download block

0x1c

Download ended

0x1d

Start upload

0x1e

Upload

0x1f

End upload

0x28

PI-Service

0x29

PLC Stop
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5 5G ToB Service Characteristic Analysis
5G features large-scale dense deployment of base stations and a small coverage scope,
increasing the data rate and supporting ubiquitous access to the network. However, it also
imposes new challenges and requirements to the network, such as site selection for micro base
stations, energy efficiency, and resource management. To meet the requirements of nextgeneration mobile services, 5G networks must be deployed such that new base stations are
deployed at the minimal CAPEX, particularly in densely populated urban areas where 5G network
planning is complex.

5.1 Multi-Media Transmission
Multi-media transmission includes real-time surveillance video transmission, multimedia message
transmission, and UAV video transmission.

5.1.1 HD Live Broadcast at Site C
[4K live broadcast at site C in China]
Figure 5-1 4K live broadcast networking at site C

The upload service involves real-time uplink data transmission. The uplink transmission rate is
approximately 100 Mbps, which is not necessarily the highest capability of a network. The live
broadcast service is transmitted based on the real-time encoding rate of the camera, that is, the
average bit rate of 4K videos after real-time encoding is 100 Mbps.
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According to the analysis of characteristics, the service rate is bottlenecked by insufficient uplink
and unstable network bandwidth.
Bit stream analysis:

According to the original packet analysis, the 4K live broadcast service has the following six
typical features:
1.

The data flow is only upstream. (The entire service flow does not have a downstream
packet.)

2.

All packets are carried over UDP.

3.

The length of all packets is 1358 bytes.

4.

Wireshark can identify three types of protocols: MPEG TS, MPEG-I, and MPEG PES. (More
than 99.99% of packets are MPEG TS packets.)

5.

The IP Identifications of almost all packets are consecutive (the value reaches the maximum
65535 and then restarts from 0). There are few cases of inconsecutive IP Identifications.

6.

The interval between two packets is much shorter than 1 ms, the average interval being
0.000270 ms). This also complies with the service features of the 4K live broadcast.



Irregular packet behavior 1: IP Identifications of some adjacent packets are consecutive but
the interval is prolonged.
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As shown in the preceding figure, the interval between packets 22735 and 22736 is 325 ms,
which is far greater than the average value 0.000270s. In addition, the IP Identifications of the two
packets are consecutive. There is a high probability that no packet loss occurs on the network
between the two packets and no packet is captured. Only an extra latency is introduced. In the
entire service flow, there are 10 occurrences where the IP Identifications of adjacent packets are
consecutive but the interval between them is long. These occurrences will not be elaborated on in
this document.

According to the statistics, 200 ms is a notable dividing line. Within 58 seconds, the packet
interval is greater than 200 ms at 10 points, with the maximum packet interval reaching 459 ms.
Based on the characteristics of 4K live broadcast streams, there is a high probability that
prolonged intervals cause pixelization of video images.


Irregular packet behavior 2: IP Identifications of adjacent packets are inconsecutive at certain
points in time.

As shown in the preceding figure, the interval between packets 23295 and 23296 is around 6.7
ms, and the difference between IP Identifications is 493. In addition, the sequence numbers of
other packets before and after the two packets increase in ascending order by 1. In the entire
service flow, there are 35 inconsecutive IP Identifications.
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In the preceding table, the largest IP Identification difference between adjacent packets is 493,
and the smallest difference is 2. The interval between adjacent packets with discontinuous IP
Identifications is irregular. Specifically, the maximum interval is 6.7 ms, and the minimum interval
is 0 ms.


CN forwarding latency analysis

1.

The most common duration of forwarding latency in the core network is in the milliseconds or
even less in some cases.

2.

The core network introduces extra forwarding latency during the forwarding process.

3.

The abnormal forwarding latency is generated suddenly (before a latency of more than 200
ms is generated, the forwarding latency is at millisecond level). After the abnormal
forwarding latency is generated, the forwarding latency gradually returns to normal. The
following figure shows the generation and recovery of an abnormal forwarding latency. The Y
coordinate indicates the packet forwarding latency, and the X coordinate indicates the packet
number. After around 1150 packets are forwarded, the forwarding latency becomes normal.
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Typical characteristics of the 4K live video broadcast service flow:
1.

UDP-based bearer

2.

Unidirectional uplink data flow

3.

Consecutive IP Identifications of packets

4.

Millisecond-level interval between packets

Based on the analysis of pixelization during 4K HD live broadcast, the following indicator system
can be constructed to measure the 4K live broadcast service quality:
1.

Number of packets/traffic per unit time

2.

Average and maximum interval between adjacent packets in a unit time

3.

Number of IP ID changes of adjacent packets per unit time (maximum change value)
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5.1.2 HD Live Broadcast at Site K
The following figure shows the networking diagram of the live broadcast service at site K.
Figure 5-2 Live video networking at site K

Protocol analysis: Standard RTSP/RTP/RTCP packets are used for transmission. The typical
protocol stack for video upload is shown in the following figure.
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Figure 5-3 RTSP/RTP/RTCP protocol stack

The video upload process is as follows:
Figure 5-4 RTSP live video message process

RTSP is based on TCP.
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Data I/O diagram during video transmission:

The IP uplink transmission rate is 3 Mbps to 4 Mbps.
Micro I/O graph analysis:

A batch of data is sent per second, and is proactively controlled by the camera video sampling
rate. Therefore, the average video upload rate depends on the average video bit rate.
RTCP packets are sent bidirectionally at an interval of around 5s.
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RTSP is a control-plane process for live broadcast services. The following indicators are
measured:


Session setup success rate



Session setup latency



Video play success rate



Video play latency



Video stop success rate



Video stop latency



Uplink RTT (TCP bearer)



Downlink RTT (TCP bearer)
NOTE

The control-plane success rate is very high. Therefore, it is unnecessary to monitor control-plane KPIs as
failures are usually caused by problems at the application and content layers, not the network layer. If RTSP
is based on TCP, the upstream and downstream RTTs can be monitored to reflect the network-side
transmission latency of data packets on the control plane.

RTP is a user-plane transmission protocol, whereas RTCP is a transmission control protocol. The
following counters can be measured:


Average uplink rate



Peak uplink rate



Average packet loss rate



Burst packet loss rate



Round-trip latency



Jitter

5.1.3 Video Surveillance at Site X
The following figure shows the logical network of the video surveillance service.
Figure 5-5 Logical networking of the video surveillance service

Video surveillance data streams:


The camera can push streams to multiple servers simultaneously.
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According to the video surveillance UC design requirements, cameras only need to push
streams to only the NVS video server. Directly connecting other servers to cameras is not
recommended, as it may increase both the number of video streams and network load.



The camera pushes streams to the NVS, which then forwards the streams to the storage
server, large-screen surveillance system, and central control console.

Primary/secondary streams on cameras:


The camera supports primary and secondary video stream specifications, meeting video
transmission requirements of different quality and bandwidth requirements. It is
recommended that primary streams be used for local surveillance and storage. Secondary
streams are optional and applicable to low-bandwidth long-distance communication, with
seamless connection being the main priority.

Figure 5-6 Configuration description of video surveillance cameras

Video camera configuration:


The camera configuration has a significant impact on the traffic characteristics and
performance load of the network. Therefore, you are advised to use the recommended
configuration.



Key configurations: resolution, bit rate type, video frame rate, upper limit of the bit rate,
encoding mode, and I-frame interval (1 to 250, 50 by default)

Data is analyzed based on captured packets:
Panoramic video upload, with a backhaul rate of 2.5 Mbps. The following figure shows an I/O
graph with a granularity of 1s.
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According to the 1-second transmission characteristics, the average rate in a period of time is
stable. In particular, the video bit rate is slightly higher than the configured bit rate.
The following figure shows the I/O graph with a granularity of 10 ms.

The transmission behavior of I-frames and P-frames can be observed from a micro perspective
(10 ms granularity). The burst peak in the figure is I-frame transmission, and that between two Iframes is P-frame transmission. The transmission period is related to the frame rate and I-frame
interval, for example, if the frame rate is 25 and the I-frame interval is 50 (indicating that there are
50 frames in a group of pictures), then an I-frame transmission period is 2s (50/25 = 2), and the
average frame interval is 40 ms (1000/25 = 40).
The size of an I-frame is related to the bit rate and resolution. From 2K to 4K resolution, the
corresponding bit rate ranges from 2 Mbps to 16 Mbps, and the size of an I-frame is about 500
kbps to 14 Mbps. When an I-frame is sent, the bandwidth requirement is huge. Assuming that the
I-frame needs to be sent within 40 ms without affecting the next frame, a corresponding required
rate range of the I-frame may be 12.5 Mbps to 350 Mbps. In this case, the actual peak bandwidth
required by a single camera is considerably higher than the average bit rate.
The average RTT is about 20 ms; however, it fluctuates greatly. Excessively large RTTs indicate
that the network fluctuates significantly.
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The following indicators are measured:


Average uplink rate



Peak uplink rate



Uplink rate fluctuation index



Uplink RTT



Uplink RTT poor quality proportion



Uplink RTT jitter

5.2 Interactive Service Behavior
Interactive service behavior is related to message interaction, specifically, periodic small-packet
interaction transmission. PLC is used to implement machine control, and part of this is performed
through interaction behavior. Currently, the PLC module of the 5G ToB campus uses the
S7Comm and PROFINET protocols. The following describes the transmission features of the two
protocols.

5.2.1 PLC-PNIO
The service characteristics of remote gantry crane in smart ports are analyzed as follows:
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Two types of feature behaviors can be seen:


16-ms periodic small-packet interaction: The interaction duration is about 2 ms. The packet
size is 60 bytes.



Uplink burst small packet transmission: The device sends an alarm to the server. The packet
size is 500 bytes.



The device ID (UUID) and alarm request information (AlarmCRBlockReq) are displayed in
the PNIO protocol logs.

Behavior analysis in poor-quality scenarios:
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The interaction latency increases significantly from 2 ms to 5 ms.

5.2.2 PLC-S7Comm
The following figure shows PLC service behavior of remote video control in the industrial park at
site X.
Figure 5-7 PLC networking for remote video control at site X

S7Comm is a proprietary protocol of Siemens. This protocol is encapsulated in the TPKT and
ISO-COTP protocols to enable the protocol data units (PDUs) to be transmitted through the TCP.
It is used for PLC programming, data exchange between PLCs, access to PLC data from SCADA
systems, and diagnostics.
Analysis of captured PLC packets:
The Siemens S7Comm protocol is used.
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The following figure shows the data I/O diagram.

The Read Var function packets are as follows:
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The interval between request-and-response packet groups is 200 ms.

The average latency from request to response is about 15 ms, and fluctuates according to the
network quality.

The Wright Var function packets are as follows:
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The interval between request-and-response packet groups is 400 ms.

The average latency from request to response is about 17 ms, and fluctuates according to the
network quality.
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The RTTs in both directions can be measured because TCP is used. The RTTs are as follows:

The average RTT is 17 ms. The RTT at one point is large, reaching 104 ms. This value
corresponds to the high point of Response Delay in the preceding figure.
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The average latency is 47 ms. Fluctuation is relatively small, ranging from 30 ms to 65 ms; this
RTT reflects the network quality from ACK_DATA to ACK and cannot be covered by Response
Delay.
According to the preceding analysis, the interactive behavior of the S7Comm in this scenario is
shown in the following figure.

According to the S7Comm protocol, there is no specific protection mechanism for transmission
latency. Therefore, even if the network transmission time is long, no alarm is generated (provided
that transmission is stable). However, the protocol has a periodic status update mechanism for
messages; each time a message is received, the periodic timer is updated.
As shown in the following figure, the message indicated by the black line reaches the peer end
after a period of time, and if reached stably, the peer end does not trigger an alarm. However, if
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the network jitter is large and the message is not received for a long time, as shown by the
message indicated by the red line, an alarm will be triggered.

Based on the preceding analysis, the following indicators are supported:
Table 5-1 PLC message indicators
Indicator Name

Measurement Principles

Response Delay

Latency from Job to Ack Data

RTT (Job-Ack)

RTT from Job to Ack

RTT (Ack Data-Ack)

RTT from Ack Data to Ack

RTT Jitter

RTT fluctuation

Interval Delay

Period latency between jobs

Survival Times

The number of times that the period latency exceeds the
emergency latency.

5.3 FWA Service
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According to code stream analysis, the FWA service feature is the same as the B2C service flow
feature. Therefore, the B2C service can be used for evaluation. The difference is that the source
IP address is the IP address of the CPE and cannot be distinguished by user level. However,
different service CPEs are allocated with different port numbers, and as such, the flow data of
each service can be viewed separately from the 5-tuple layer.
[Enterprise Internet service]


Gmail receiving behavior

Download code streams. The downlink rate is about 2.5 Mbps, and comprises most of the traffic
of enterprise Internet.


VoIP service code stream
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The uplink rate is shown in red, and the downlink rate in blue. The average uplink rate is 18 kbps,
and the average downlink rate is about 15 kbps.
According to packet length statistics, packet sizes range from 80 bytes to 159 bytes, with more
than 90% ranging from 50 bytes to 200 bytes. The packets are small; the average packet size is
120 bytes, and the average packet interval is 32 ms. Both are VoIP service features.



WhatsApp download data code stream

The uplink code stream is shown in red, and downlink code stream in blue. The downlink rate is
2.5 Mbps.


Web browsing data flow
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The code stream shows the SIP registration process, which is probably an IP phone of the IP
PBX registering with the server. The SIP message is not encrypted, and the source and
destination numbers are visible.
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6 5G ToB Service Modeling Framework
6.1 ToB & B2C Modeling Differences
Table 6-1 B2C and ToB modeling analysis dimensions
Analysis
Dimension/Service
Type

B2C Experience
Modeling

ToB Experience Modeling

Quality commitment

Operators do not make
SLA commitments to
individual users.

Operators make SLA commitments to
enterprise customers.

Satisfaction

Complaints and churn
occur following poor
single-user
experience: Individual
experience modeling is
important.

No complaints from things but if the overall
SLA does not meet the requirements,
customers may claim for compensation
based on contracts. Group experience
modeling is more important.

Troubleshooting

B2C users can rectify
the fault by themselves
by powering off, calling
the assistance hotline,
or consulting
associates.

ToB users cannot. Once a fault occurs, the
system will be suspended.

Traffic model

B2C services are
bursts (long-time or
short-time data
transmission).

ToB services are continuous or involve
regular bursts. Services are always online.

Software application

B2C software systems
are dominated by few
providers.

The ToB-oriented software systems present
long tail characteristics.

Network
characteristics

Shared networks
cannot guarantee
differentiated QoS for
different services.

SA networking and slicing: ensures
differentiated QoS requirements of different
services.

Technical challenges

Encrypted
identification,
experience modeling,
and traffic explosion

E2E QoS measurement (UDP) and dynamic
QoS guarantee

KPI difference

Throughput and
latency

In addition to throughput and latency,
consider energy consumption, network
resource usage, and abnormal distribution of
objects.

Optimization points

Wireless RF quality,
CN-SP route/rate
limiting/packet loss

Wireless RF quality, network structure
adjustment, and resource allocation policy
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Table 6-2 B2C and ToB modeling differences
B2C Experience Modeling

ToB Experience Modeling

PSPU individual experience modeling

Group quality modeling for "things"

Ensuring the monopolistic
applications, categorized experience
modeling

Too many application scenarios, customized modeling
+ general categorized modeling

Strive for ultimate user experience

Optimal balance between network resources and
experience

Precise QoS measurement (for
example, RTT 99.9% precision)

Precise measurement + AI-based quality prediction
(with confidence)

Experience evaluation and
demarcation are the driving force of
service solutions.

Experience assurance is the driving force of service
solutions.

6.2 ToB Modeling Method Exploration
6.2.1 Fine-grained Spatio-temporal Modeling
Figure 6-1 ToB QoS and space-time relationship

ToB QoS modeling must be based on time and space.


In the time domain, event-driven instantaneous traffic impact or packet quantity impact
causes burst latency and packet loss. As radio devices and core network/bearer network
devices perform instantaneous queuing, the queuing mechanism of different services needs
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to be modeled to quantify the QoS impact such as the latency, packet loss, and bandwidth of
service processing within a time slice.


In the space domain, rapid changes in channel quality caused by mobility and
communication location changes are quantified in channel quality modeling. MEC resource
allocation also impacts the overall ToB service quality. If MEC planning and resource
allocation are properly performed, the MEC processing latency and application layer
processing latency are not closely related to the location. However, this parameter is not
considered.



Spatio-temporal modeling: First, the quality of a single time slice is modeled, with the impact
of the queuing model and the channel model on the quality fully considered in the single time
slice. For services that span multiple time slices, check whether the quality of the time slices
is related. If they are related, use the state change method (such as Markov) for associated
evaluation. If the quality of time slices is independent, the weighted average or the moving
weighted average considering the near-end effect can be used to evaluate the
comprehensive service quality.

The average performance alone is insufficient for ToB service quality evaluation. Transient poor
quality (burst latency, burst congestion, burst packet loss, and burst jitter) is generated at the time
slice level. Different objects in the same time slice represent different positions in space and may
change over time. Assume that a location of an object in a same time slice is fixed. It should be
noted that service quality varies greatly at different locations, that is, the final comprehensive
quality is a two-dimensional function of time and space.
The following uses end-to-end latency as an example. Assume that the latency (D) is a twodimensional function of time and space:
𝐷(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ), 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑁], 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑀]
In the formula, 𝑥𝑖 is the current time slice, the maximum quantity of time slices in the evaluation
period is N, 𝑦𝑗 is the current object, and each object has a different location, thus represents a
different spatial location, and the maximum quantity of objects is M.
𝑖=𝑁,𝑗=𝑀

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∬

𝐷(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 )𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

𝑖=1,𝑗=1

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) is the double integral of D in the space-time dimension and represents the accumulated
measurement of the latency, which is presented as the volume of the blue area in the figure.
𝑓 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∬ 𝐷 ∗(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 )𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 , 𝐷 ∗ (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ) > 𝐷𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦
𝑓 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦) indicates the sample integral of the latency that exceeds the boundary.
𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑃(𝐷 > 𝐷𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 ) =
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𝑓 ∗ (𝑥, 𝑦)
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Figure 6-2 Double integral representation of spatial-temporal distribution of mass

In a measurement period, the E2E latency of all objects can be measured using 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) and
𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦).

6.2.2 Scenario-based Event-driven Modeling
In ToB networks, wireless sensors are used frequently, and all applications that use in-situ
sensors strongly depend on their proper operation, which is difficult to ensure. These sensors are
usually cheap and prone to failure. For many tasks, sensors are used in harsh weather
conditions, making them more vulnerable to damage. In addition, industrial devices have high
requirements on reliability. Common faults can be detected by alarms in the tenant system.
However, hidden faults are difficult to detect due to external factors or aging. If they are not
handled in a timely manner, faults gradually occur, reducing the SLA. Therefore, the pre-detection
and pre-analysis of the abnormal behavior of objects are significant to the preventive
management of enterprises. And because of the number and variety of things, the detection
process must be automated, scalable, and fast enough for real-time streaming data.
In conclusion, machine learning and heuristic learning-based anomaly detection technologies will
play an increasingly important role in various future 5G IoT applications.
Anomaly Detection in Intelligent Inhabitant Environment
In intelligent inhabitant environment, embedded sensor technology plays a major role in
monitoring occupants' behavior. The inhabitants interact with household objects, and embedded
sensors generate time-series data to recognize performed activities. Generated sensor data is
very sparse, because the sensor values change when the inhabitant interacts with objects. The
need for robust anomaly detection models is essential in any intelligent environment.


Statistical methods in intelligent inhabitant environment
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Machine learning methods in intelligent inhabitant environment

Anomalous Behavior in Intelligent Transportation System


Statistical methods in intelligent transportation systems



Machine learning methods in intelligent transportation systems
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Anomalous Behavior in Smart Objects
The smart object is a fast-growing area to connect multiple objects together and enable
communication between them. It collects valuable data that can be a source of information and
knowledge for a wide range of applications. During our research, we found the following statistical
and machine learning literature that is aligned with our research questions and search criteria


Statistical methods in smart objects



Machine learning methods in smart objects
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Anomalous Behavior in Healthcare Systems
Anomaly detection, analysis, and prediction are considered a revolution in redefining health care
systems. In such systems, a clear impact can be seen on health management and wellness to
improve quality of life and remote monitoring of chronic patients. Such systems pose a great
challenge to reducing the generation of false alarms. In our systematic literature survey, we have
found sufficient approaches and methods to identify anomalous behavior of sensors, humans, or
machines in healthcare environment.


Statistical methods in healthcare systems



Machine leaning methods in healthcare systems
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Anomalous Behavior in Industrial Systems
In industrial systems, the design and development of anomaly detection methods are crucial to
reduce the chance of unexpected system failures. It has been found that the developed methods
for anomaly detection have been successfully applied to predictive and proactive maintenance.
Such methods are widely used to improve productivity performance, save machine downtime,
and analyze the root causes of faults.


Statistical methods in industrial systems



Machine leaning methods in industrial systems
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6.3 ToB Modeling Frame
6.3.1 Indicator-driven Modeling Framework
Figure 6-3 ToB indicator-driven modeling framework analysis

ToB service modeling framework:


Service scenarios: The various ToB service scenarios can be generally categorized into three
types: eMBB, uRLLC, and mMTC. Based on the understanding of service requirements of
the current 5G project, from the perspective of network requirements, the services can be
classified into uplink multimedia transmission services, downlink multimedia transmission
services, real-time interactive services, and wide connection services. Currently, highmobility services are not seen in projects. Theoretically, high-mobility services are a special
scenario of multimedia services and real-time interactive services.



Service quality: Different service types have different requirements on networks.
Differentiated indicator systems are recommended.



Network performance: Network is the foundation of service quality. Network performance can
be classified into radio access performance, radio channel quality, and core network
transmission performance.

Due to radio resource preemption and resource insufficiency, neither 4G nor 5G networks can
meet each user’s quality requirement. The SLA is not specific to individual users, rather, it is
specific to the entire network.
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6.3.2 Event-driven Modeling Framework
Figure 6-4 ToB event-driven modeling framework

This document describes the event-driven modeling method, which touches upon problems that
cannot be covered by traditional latency/rate indicators. This method is from the perspective of
identifying anomalies and analyzing problem types through big data and clustering analysis,
rather than the perspective of PSPU experience modeling. To indicate the overall poor quality of a
service behavior, you can set the service sub-health index as the comprehensive service quality
evaluation indicator affected by anomalies.
General network data transmission behaviors can be classified into the following types:


Uplink long-duration transmission behavior



Downlink long-duration transmission behavior



Burst wide connection behavior



Burst small packet interaction



Periodic heartbeat behavior

There is no universial anomaly detection solution that can help define the pattern of anomalies
based on the service scenario and possible symptoms. Instead, case-by-case definition of
anomaly events based on service characteristics is required. For development of platform
products, consider the template, invoking mechanism, and upper-layer statistical indicator
calculation model defined for abnormal events, which can be fixed to form product capabilities of
edge and central nodes. However, behavior analysis and anomalies definition based on service
behavior analysis by service delivery experts are required in frontline projects.
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7 5G ToB Service Indicator System
7.1 Uplink Multimedia Transmission Service
7.1.1 Impact Factor
Multimedia transmission services include the following types:
1.

For uplink real-time streaming media transmission services, such as live stream download
and video surveillance, videos are transmitted in real time based on the video quality, such
as the frame rate, bit rate, and resolution. The network transmission rate must meet the bit
rate requirements, while the transmission latency must meet certain requirements.

2.

Uplink multimedia message services, such as voice messages, picture messages, and video
messages are transmitted to the server. Such non-real-time transmission services are
generally one-off best-effort transmission. The higher the rate requirement, the better the
service experience. The service experience mainly depends on the transmission latency,
which is closely related to the rate and file size and is not an objective indicator. The uplink
rate is used as the core evaluation indicator.

Table 7-1 Core factors affecting the uplink real-time streaming media transmission services
Factor

Impact

Bit rate

The bit rate refers to the number of audio or video bits transmitted or processed
per unit time. It is a common indicator for measuring the audio and video quality.
Specifically, a high resolution, high frame rate, and low compression rate usually
lead to an increase in bit rates given the same coding used.

Frame rate

The frame rate indicates how frequently pictures appear on display continuously
in the unit of frame. The frame rate of the video content must be compatible with
the frame rate attribute of the display device. For example, live broadcast
services have higher requirements on frame rate stability. Frame rate fluctuation
may deteriorate the quality of transmission videos in live broadcast.

Resolution

The video resolution indicates to the number of pixels contained in the video
content. The video resolution must be compatible with the resolution of the
display device. Otherwise, the video resolution may decrease or the video may
not be displayed. For real-time live broadcast transmission services, the
resolution is fixed and is closely related to the capabilities of terminals (such as
cameras).

Packet loss

Packet loss has a significant impact on the quality of multimedia content. When a
packet including an I-frame is lost, all subsequent frames of a same GOP frame
depending on the frame are lost, which, as a result, could cause pixelization,
frame blocking, and video output stalling. This can also be applied to audio
streams. Packet loss can be measured by the average packet loss rate or burst
packet loss rate. Burst packet loss has a greater impact on the system.
Therefore, it must be considered separately.

Data
packet
latency

When a packet is transmitted from the source to the destination, transmission
latency occurs. If the latency reaches a certain threshold, image blocking and
image damage may occur.
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Factor

Impact

Jitter

The propagation latency is not constant in a period of time. Therefore, the
latency is changing across the entire network. Jitter is an indicator to measure
this variability. The real-time streaming media service requires stable IP streams.
Jitter may cause buffer overflow and underload, resulting in pixelization and
frame freezing of the streaming content.

Average
throughput

Rate is a key indicator for ensuring video transmission quality. The average rate
alone is not enough. For real-time transmission services, rate fluctuation causes
buffer overflow during video transmission. As a result, video frames cannot be
played smoothly.

Peak
throughput

Peak throughput in the real-time streaming media transmission service is
measured by the bit rate when the quality is high. In fact, the peak throughput
usually does not reflect the network transmission capability. Therefore, the peak
throughput is the maximum throughput that can be reached instantaneously.
This number reflects the transmission performance of the pipe.

Throughput
swing

Throughput swing is defined as the proportion of the throughput that exceeds
that of the previous or next session. It indicates the throughput fluctuation.

The average performance cannot reflect the uplink multimedia transmission
service experience. Burst congestion or deterioration will adversely impact user
experience.
● The "dynamic index" and "swing index" are introduced to reflect the
fluctuation.
● The proportion of the upward fluctuation that exceeds the range of μ+3σ is
the upward swing index.
● The proportion of the downward fluctuation that exceeds the range of μ-3σ
is the downward swing index. It is the most essential indicator of quality
deterioration.
● For uplink real-time transmission services, a lower swing index indicates
stabler transmission performance and better user experience.
● From the perspective of real-time measurement, the values of μ and 3σ are
calculated based on the average value and variance of the current time.
Therefore, their values change dynamically. In the figure, μ and 3σ are
represented as an f(x) curve.
Mobility
interruption
time

Mobility interruption time refers to the service interruption latency generated
when a terminal moves. This indicator does not apply to fixed terminals.

Interactive
latency

Interactive latency indicates the latency of the interactive behavior generated
during user operations such as camera switch or video playing or pausing. This
latency affects user experience in real-time operations.

The throughput stability is proposed in this paper, according to the research on the real-time
streaming media protocol in ITU-T P.1201.
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Table 7-2 Core factors affecting the uplink multimedia message transmission services
Factor

Impact

Transmission
waiting time

Under poor network performance, the transmission waiting time is long,
adversely affecting user experience.
However, in this scenario, the transmission waiting time is closely related to
the size of the file to be transmitted. Therefore, it cannot reflect the objective
service quality, and is not recommended to be used for evaluation and
monitoring.

Uplink
throughput

Throughput is the key to guaranteeing the quality of video transmission.
Multimedia message transmission is essentially a file uploading process.
Throughput assurance is the key. Unlike real-time streaming media services,
uploading services are best-effort services, which reflect the maximal uplink
transmission performance of pipes.

Throughput
swing index

In upload services, the file size varies according to the enterprise
requirements. When a large file is transmitted, the transmission latency is
high. In this case, the throughput fluctuation affects the waiting time and user
experience.

7.1.2 Indicator System
Table 7-3 Indicator system of uplink real-time streaming media transmission services
Layer

Protocol

Comprehensive
Score

E-Score

Indicator

Indicator Measurement
Description

Media Quality Index

Media quality
index

MPEG

Video resolution

Generally, the resolution of the
camera is fixed.

MPEG

Video bit rate

Generally, the average bit rate of
the camera is fixed.

MPEG

Video frame rate

Generally, the average frame rate of
the camera is fixed.

MPEG

Video encoding
and decoding

H.264/H.265 image compression
encoding

MPEG

Audio bit rate

Generally, the average bit rate of
the camera is fixed.

MPEG

Audio frame rate

Generally, the average frame rate of
the camera is fixed.

(MQI)

Interaction
quality index

Interaction Quality Index

(IQI)

SDK

2021-1-22
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Latency from the time a control
message is sent to the time the
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Layer

Protocol

Indicator

Indicator Measurement
Description
message is responded.

MPEG

Encoding latency

Encoding latency of the camera

MPEG

Decoding latency

Decoding latency of the decoding
server

RTSP

Video playback
latency

Latency from PLAY to 200OK

RTSP

Video pause
latency

Latency from PAUSE to 200OK

RTCP

Round-trip latency

Calculated based on the RTCP
timestamp

RTCP

Latency jitter

Calculated based on the round-trip
latency

Presentation Quality Index

Presentation
quality index

SDK

Slice

Obtaining the decoding server SDK

SDK

Stall

Obtaining the decoding server SDK

RTP

Average uplink
throughput

Calculating the average value at the
flow level

RTP

Uplink peak
throughput

Setting the sampling window and
maximum measurement value

RTP

Uplink throughput
swing index

Fluctuation of the experience
throughput

RTP

Average transmit
packet discard
rate

Calculated based on the RTP
sequence

RTP

Burst transmit
packet discard
rate

Calculated based on the RTP
sequence

RTCP

Round-trip latency

Calculated based on the RTCP
timestamp

RTCP

Latency jitter

Calculated based on the round-trip
latency

(PQI)

In the uplink multimedia message transmission scenario:
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Table 7-4 Indicator system of uplink multimedia message services
Category

Indicator

Comprehensive service
quality evaluation

Transmission quality index/E-Score

Uplink transmission quality

UL Average Throughput
UL Peak Throughput
UL Throughput Swing Index

7.1.3 Modeling Method
Figure 7-1 E-Score modeling framework for uplink real-time streaming media transmission services

Table 7-5 I.11–input parameters of media quality
Input
Parameter
Name

Abbreviatio
n

Value

Obtaining
Frequency

Data
Source

Modul
e

Mode 0

MQI

Video bit rate

𝑉𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜𝐵𝑟

Float, kbps

Per segment

Video frame
rate

𝑉𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜𝐹𝑟

Integer

Per segment

Float, ms

Per segment

Measurement
interval

2021-1-22
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Input
Parameter
Name

Abbreviatio
n

Value

Obtaining
Frequency

Video
resolution

𝑅𝑒𝑠

Length x width 2880 x
1600

Per segment

Video
encoding

𝑉𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑐

One of: H264-baseline,
H264-high, H264-main,
H265-high, H265-main

One Session

Object moving
speed

objSpeed

Float, Km/s

Per segment

Object
distance

obDistance

Float, m

Per segment

Screen size

screenSize

Float, in

One Session

Float, kbps

One Session

Integer

One Session

Audio bit rate
Audio
encoding

𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑜𝐵𝑟
𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑐

Data
Source

Modul
e

Table 7-6 I.12–Input parameters of interaction quality
Input
Parameter
Name

Abbreviation

Value

Obtaining
Frequency

Data
Source

Module

Mode 0

IQI

Encoding
latency

𝐷𝑒

Float, ms

Per Segment

Decoding
latency

𝐷𝑑

Float, ms

Per Segment

Interactive
latency

𝐷𝑖

Float, ms

Per Segment

Round-trip
latency

𝐷𝑟𝑡

Float, ms

Per Segment

Latency jitter
Playback
latency
Pause
latency

2021-1-22

Mode 0
Mode 1

𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟

Float, ms

Per Segment

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑦𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦

Float, ms

One Session

𝑃𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦

Float, ms

One Session
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Table 7-7 I.13–Input parameters of presentation quality
Input
Parameter
Description

Abbreviation

Value

Obtaining
Frequency

Data
Source

Module

Float, ms

Per Segment

Mode 0

PQI

Pixelization start
time

𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐵𝑇

Pixelization end
time

𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐸𝑇

Float, ms

Per Segment

Frame freezing
start time

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐵𝑇

Float, ms

Per Segment

Frame freezing
end time

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐸𝑇

Float, ms

Per Segment

𝑉𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑐

Float, kbps

One Session

Average
throughput

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑔

Float, kbps

Per Segment

Peak throughput

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

Float, kbps

Per Segment

Throughput
upward swing
index

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑖

Float, %

Per Segment

Throughput
downward swing
index

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑑𝑙𝑠𝑖

Float, %

Per Segment

Average packet
loss rate

𝑝𝑝𝑙

Float, ms

Per Segment

Burst packet
loss rate

𝑏𝑝𝑙

Float, %

Per Segment

Latency jitter

𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟

Float, ms

Per Segment

Video bit rate

Mode 1



The formula for calculating the uplink real-time streaming media service indicators is as
follows:

2.

Media quality (enhanced based on ITU-T P.1201)

[E-Score]
𝐸𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝜔1 ∗ 𝑀𝑄𝐼 + 𝜔2 ∗ 𝐼𝑄𝐼 + 𝜔3 ∗ 𝑃𝑄𝐼
[Media quality index]
𝑀𝑄𝐼 = 𝑐1 ∗ 𝑄𝐴 + 𝑐2 ∗ 𝑄𝑉
[Audio quality]
𝑄𝐴 = 𝐼𝐴 − 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑑𝐴
𝑄𝐴 is the predicted audio quality. 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑑𝐴 is the quality impairment caused by audio compression.
𝐼𝐴 is the impact of different audio encoding formats 𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑐. The score of the PCM encoding
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format is 100, and other audio encoding formats (AAC-LC, HE-AACv2, MPEG1-LII, AC3) all have
quality impairment.
𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑑𝐴 = 𝑎1𝐴 ∗ exp(𝑎2𝐴 ∗ 𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑜𝐵𝑟) + 𝑎3𝐴
[Video quality]
Figure 7-2 Modeling framework for video quality index



Dq (Quantization Degradation): impact of a unit quantity of quantized bits on video quality



Dt (Temporal Degradation): impact of time complexity on video quality



Du (Upscaling Degradation): impact of spatial complexity on video quality
𝑄𝑉 = 𝑓(𝐷𝑞 , 𝐷𝑢 , 𝐷𝑡 )
𝐷𝑞 = 𝑓1 (𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑅𝑒𝑠, 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒)
𝐷𝑢 = 𝑓2 (𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑅𝑒𝑠, 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑅𝑒𝑠, 𝑜𝑏𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒)
𝐷𝑡 = 𝑓3 (𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑, 𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝐿𝑒𝑛, 𝐷𝑞 , 𝐷𝑢 )

[Presentation quality index]
[Mode0]
𝑃𝑄𝐼 = 𝑏1𝑉 ∗ log((𝑏2𝑉 ∗ 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 + 𝑏3𝑉 ∗ 𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜) + 1)
Of which:
𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

[Mode1]
𝑃𝑄𝐼 = 𝑐1𝑉 ∗ log((𝑐2𝑉 ∗ 𝑄𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ + 𝑐3𝑉 ∗ 𝑄𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 + 𝑐4𝑉 ∗ 𝑄𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 ) + 1)
𝑄𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = 𝑏1 ∗
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𝑇ℎ𝑟
∗ exp(𝑏2 ∗ 𝑈𝐿𝑆𝐼 + 𝑏3 ∗ 𝐷𝐿𝑆𝐼 + 𝑏4 )
𝑉𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜𝐵𝑟
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𝑄𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑝1 ×

𝑝𝑝𝑙
+ 𝑝0
𝑝𝑝𝑙
+
𝑏𝑝𝑙
𝐵𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑅

𝑄𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝑗1 ∗ exp(𝑗2 ∗ 𝐽𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝑗3 )
In the formula, 𝐵𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑅 indicates the impact factor of burst packet loss on services compared
with random packet loss. For live video, the value is fixed.
[Interaction quality index]
𝐼𝑄𝐼 = 100 − 𝑄𝑢𝑝 − 𝑄𝑠𝑝
[User-plane response model]
𝑄𝑢𝑝 = 𝑎1𝐼 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑎2𝐼 ∗ (𝐷𝑟𝑡 + 𝐷𝑒 + 𝐷𝑑 ) + 𝑎3𝐼 ∗ 𝐽𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝑎4𝐼 )
[Control-plane response model]
𝑄𝑠𝑝 = 𝑏1𝐼 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑏2𝐼 ∗ (𝐷𝑖 ) + 𝑏3𝐼 )
In the formula, 𝐷𝑖 can be obtained in different methods. Some applications may directly obtain
the value from a control-plane interaction message, and others may obtain the value from a
protocol. For a play action in the RTSP protocol, 𝐷𝑖 = 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑦𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦, and for a pause action, 𝐷𝑖 =
𝑃𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦. Success rate indicators are not closely related to the network. Therefore, you are
advised not to include them into the calculation of interaction quality.


The formula for calculating the uplink multi-media message service is as follows:

For this best-effort multimedia file uploading behavior, consider the uplink bandwidth and its
stability.
𝑄𝑀 = 100 − 𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
0,
𝑇ℎ𝑟 < 𝑇ℎ𝑟0
𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = {
(𝑏1 × 𝑇ℎ𝑟 + 𝑏0 ) × exp(𝑏2 × 𝑈𝐿𝑆𝐼 + 𝑏3 × 𝐷𝐿𝑆𝐼 + 𝑏4 ) , 𝑇ℎ𝑟 ≥ 𝑇ℎ𝑟0
NOTE

3.

There is no technical difficulty in measuring the throughput and the data is easy to obtain. However, you
might run into technical difficulties when trying to measure the throughput fluctuation, as it depends on
products or small-granularity statistics for implementation (e.g. probe-based dotting, such as MR data
implementation). Additionally, the throughput fluctuation measurement must be performed in a specific
time window, because indicator value varies significantly in different time windows.

4.

Latency measurement is also technically difficult, as in most scenarios, it is difficult to obtain precise
latency metrics. This document provides an end-to-end latency model, which is a non-intrusive smallgranularity latency evaluation algorithm. This algorithm can be used to obtain latency indicators, and
can break down the latency problem to radio factors such as congestion, interference, and coverage,
and provide the requirement boundary of each factor. In this way, the problem can be demarcated for
subsequent optimization.

7.1.4 Experience Baseline
7.1.4.1 Remote Video Control – Video Surveillance Experience Baseline
The remote video control service means that a remote operator controls a device by using a
dedicated control system according to real-time video surveillance images, to complete numerous
service operations.
Experience modeling refers to analysing video surveillance of the remote video control service at
site X to obtain the experience baseline.
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[PPD model] Impact of pixel per degree (PPD) on video experience
Figure 7-3 Impact of PPD on video experience

Screen size, viewing distance, and field of view (FoV) all affect video experience and can be
subsequently converted into PPD for measurement. The curve in the preceding figure shows an
association between PPD and video experience, and once PPD increases to a certain value, the
MQI improvement becomes smaller. The model analysis is based on the video surveillance
scenarios of Hunan Valin Xiangtan Iron & Steel Co., Ltd, which has a typical 27-inch screen
configuration. The corresponding FoV is 53°and the viewing distance is 60 cm.
Table 7-8 Mapping between PPD and MQI values
Screen Size
(Inch)

Resolution

Display Mode

PPD

Equivalent Mobile Phone
Resolution

MQI

27

3840 x 2160

Main display

70

Approx. 1080p

82

27

2560 x 1440

Main display

48

> 720p

73

27

1920 x 1080

Main display

36

Approx. 720p

63

27

1920 x 1080

Auxiliary 4-split
screen

70

Approx. 1080p

82

27

1080 x 720

Auxiliary 4-split
screen

41

> 720p

67

27

720 x 480

Auxiliary 4-split
screen

27

Approx. 600p

51

Key conclusions:
1.

PPD is a key factor that affects video media quality from the spatial information dimension,
comprising multiple factors such as resolution, screen size, and viewing distance.

2.

Good experience (80+ points): 70 PPD (27-inch screen, 4K resolution, 0.6 m viewing
distance); fair experience (60+ points): 35 PPD (27-inch screen, 2K resolution, 0.6 m viewing
distance)

3.

Recommended surveillance screen resolution = Maximum camera resolution

[FPS model] Frames per second (FPS) impact on video experience
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Figure 7-4 FPS required by object movement and observation distance

In the remote video control service, images are constantly moving, and the speed and viewing
distance of the images greatly affect video quality.
Figure 7-5 FPS impact on video experience of different services

Key conclusions:
1.

A faster image speed and shorter distance require a higher FPS, whereas a slower image
speed and longer distance require a lower FPS.

2.

The longer the distance, the lower the object definition. In industrial scenarios, the distance is
determined by the industrial design. Within the design scope, the camera should be as close
to the observed object as possible.

3.

In a remote video control scenario (ViewLen: 9 m; ObjMoveSpeed: 1.2 m/s), the FPS for
good experience (80+ points) is 25 and for fair experience (60+ points) is 12.
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[Bitrate model] Impact of the bitrate on video experience
Figure 7-6 Impact of bitrate changes in different resolutions on video experience

In low-speed industrial automation scenarios (5 km/h), the resolution has a greater impact on
user experience than the bitrate. As shown in the preceding figure, the improvement in
experience is not obvious when the bitrate is higher than 2 Mbps, 10 Mbps, and 4 Mbps in 2K
resolution, 2.5K resolution, and 4K resolution, respectively.
Table 7-9 Mapping between bitrates and MQIs in different resolutions
Coding Standard

Resolution

Bitrate

MQI

H.265

2K

2 Mbps

56

H.265

2K

4 Mbps

60

H.265

2.5K

2 Mbps

65

H.265

2.5K

4 Mbps

70

H.265

2.5K

10 Mbps

78

H.265

4K

2 Mbps

70

H.265

4K

4 Mbps

80

H.265

4K

10 Mbps

88

Key findings:
1.

In low-speed industrial automation scenarios (5 km/h), space complexity contributes greater
to image quality, while the resolution has a significant impact on user experience compared
with the bitrate.

2.

Good experience in industrial automation low-speed scenarios (5 km/h): When the video
resolution is 2.5K/4K, the recommended bitrate is 10 Mbps/4 Mbps.

3.

Fair experience in industrial automation low-speed scenarios (5 km/h): When the video
resolution is 2K/2.5K/4K, the recommended bitrate is 4 Mbps/2 Mbps/2 Mbps.

[iTBR model] Impact of I frame throughput-to-bitrate ratio (iTBR) on video experience
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The transmission rate of the video surveillance service differs from that of the video on demand
(VoD) service, and refers to the I-frame transmission rate rather than the average transmission
rate.
Figure 7-7 Relationship between the iTBR and video experience

Table 7-10 Experience baseline of the iTBR
Resolution

I-Frame Size
(Mbit)

I-Frame Rate
(Mbps)

Bitrate
(Mbps)

TBR (Fair
Experience)

TBR (Good
Experience)

4K

3.4

34

4

10

20

4K

9.1

91

8

4K

14.1

141

16

2.5K

2.2

22

2

10

20

2.5K

4.2

42

4

2.5K

7.6

76

8

2K

1.1

11

2

6

12

2K

2.3

23

4

Key conclusions:
1.

The I-frame buffer duration is a key factor that affects user experience and is related to the Iframe size and bitrate. With the same resolution and bitrate, an iTBR model can be
established to ensure user experience.

2.

To ensure a good experience (80+ points), the recommended iTBR for 2K/2.5K/4K is
12/20/20, respectively. To ensure a fair experience (60+ points), the recommended iTBR for
2K/2.5K/4K is 6/10/10, respectively.
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[Burst model] Impact of the I-frame buffering delay on video experience
The buffering delay refers to the interval between when a frame is successfully displayed and
when the next I-frame is displayed. It ensures that video images are continuously displayed.
Figure 7-8 Relationship between the buffering delay and video experience

Key conclusions:
In a typical 4K, 4 Mbps bitrate, and 25 FPS (frame interval: 40 ms) scenario:
1.

Good experience (80+ points): When the buffering delay is less than or equal to 90 ms,
videos run smoothly.

2.

Fair experience (60+ points): When the buffering delay is less than or equal to 140 ms, some
viewers may notice frame freezing.

[Multi-channel collision model] Multi-camera peak bandwidth collision probability

𝑃(𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑁, 𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑁, 𝐼𝐹𝐼, 𝐼𝐹𝐿) =

𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑁−𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑁
𝐼𝐹𝐼
1
𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑁
𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑁
∗ (𝐼𝐹𝐿 − 1)
∗ 𝐶𝐼𝐹𝐼

𝐼𝐹𝐿

𝐼𝐹𝐼 𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑁

ColN indicates the number of collision frames, CamN indicates the total number of cameras, IFI
indicates the I-frame interval, and IFL indicates the transmission duration in frames.
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Figure 7-9 Relationship between the number of cameras and the I-frame collision probability



When cameras start randomly, the more cameras there are, the higher the I-frame collision
probability.



With six cameras, the I-frame collision probability is 50%.



With 11 cameras, the I-frame collision probability reaches 93%.

Figure 7-10 Probability analysis of concurrent I-frame collisions

The number and probability of I-frame collisions under multiple deployed cameras are as follows:
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With five cameras, the collision probability of three I frames is 2%.



With 15 cameras, the collision probability of four I frames is 5%.

Table 7-11 Number of I-frame collisions and occurrence probability when multiple cameras are used
concurrently
Number NonCollision Collision Collision Collision Collision Collision Collision Collision
of
collision
of Two I of Three I of Four I of Five I of Six I of Seven of Eight I of Nine I
Cameras Probability Frames Frames Frames Frames Frames I Frames Frames Frames
1

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

5

65%

33%

2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

10

13%

72%

14%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

15

0%

56%

38%

5%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

20

0%

25%

57%

15.6%

2.2%

0.02%

0.02%

0%

0%

30

0%

0.9%

40%

43.9%

12.6%

2.3%

0.3%

0%

0%

40

0%

0%

8%

47.8%

32.4%

9.5%

2%

0.3%

0%

50

0%

0%

0.3%

22%

45.6%

23.3%

6.8%

1.6%

0.3%

To ensure that the non-frame-freezing rate is greater than 99%, the bandwidth required by
multiple services is calculated as follows:
Bandwidth required by multiple services = Bitrate x I-frame bandwidth multiple x Number of
collision channels + Bitrate x Number of non-collision channels
For a 25 FPS and I-frame interval of 50-cycle scenario, the collision probability can be reduced by
configuring different I-frame intervals for the cameras. The following uses 4 megapixels and 2
Mbps bitrate as an example:
When there are 15 cameras with a 1% probability of collisions for five I-frames, the bandwidth
must be four times bigger than the I-frame bitrate.
I-frame bitrate = 2 x 10
Experience baseline = 2 x 10 x 4 + 2 x 11 = 102 Mbps
The network capability determines the type of services that can be carried on a network.
However, the FPS, bitrate, resolution, and codec in video surveillance scenarios can be adjusted
based on service requirements and network capabilities.
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Table 7-12 Experience baseline of the video surveillance service
Typical
Application
Instance

Impact Factor

Network Capability for
Ensuring Fair Experience

Typical
Bitrate

One-way
Network
Latency

Required
Bandwidth

TBR One-way
Network
Latency

Video
surveillance
(2K)

2
5
Mbps/H.265

< 25 ms

> 30 Mbps

>6

2
10
Mbps/H.265

< 25 ms

> 40 Mbps

>6

2
20
Mbps/H.265

< 25 ms

> 70 Mbps

>6

2
5
Mbps/H.265

< 25 ms

> 46 Mbps

> 10

2
10
Mbps/H.265

< 25 ms

> 74 Mbps

> 10

10
5
Mbps/H.265

< 25 ms

> 130 Mbps

10
10
Mbps/H.265

< 25 ms

4
5
Mbps/H.265
4
10
Mbps/H.265

Video
surveillance
(2.5K)

Video
surveillance
(4K)

Number
of
Cameras

Network Capability for
Ensuring Good Experience
Required
Bandwidth

TBR

> 10 < 10 ms

> 430 Mbps

> 20

> 370 Mbps

> 10 < 10 ms

> 670 Mbps

> 20

< 25 ms

> 92 Mbps

> 10 < 10 ms

> 87 Mbps

> 20

< 25 ms

> 148 Mbps

> 10 < 10 ms

> 268 Mbps

> 20

N/A*

7.2 Downlink Multimedia Transmission Service
7.2.1 Impact Factor
The downlink streaming transmission service described in this section is the same as the
traditional B2C streaming transmission service, where the only difference is the carrier. The
downlink streaming transmission service is classified into the following types:


Video on-demand/live streaming: for example, in the in-car entertainment scenarios of
vehicle-to-everything (V2X)



Cloud VR: ToB-oriented service applications, such as VR education scenarios of distance
education



Cloud PC: ToB-oriented service applications, such as cloud office

The traditional video streaming media evaluation system is mature. For details, consult white
papers covering service experience standards such as HD video, cloud VR, and cloud PC.
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7.2.2 Indicator System
Table 7-13 Indicator system of downlink streaming services
Category

Indicator

Comprehensive service
quality evaluation

Q-score (backhaul)

Media quality index (MQI)

Video bitrate
Video frame rate
Resolution

Presentation quality index
(PQI)

Average packet loss rate
Burst packet loss rate
Round trip delay
Delay tail index
Jitter
UL average throughput
UL peak throughput
UL throughput swing index
Mobility interruption time

Interaction quality index
(IQI)

Round trip delay
Encoder delay
Decoder delay
Rendering delay

7.2.3 Modeling Method
The traditional video streaming media evaluation system is mature. For details, consult white
papers covering service experience standards such as HD video, cloud VR, and cloud PC.

7.2.4 Experience Baseline
Dependent on project requirements.

7.3 AR Service
7.3.1 Impact Factor
This section analyzes the fast-growing augmented reality (AR) services in ToB scenarios.
AR+5G is an AR-based remote video visualization solution. It allows real-time HD live interaction
with back-end experts through the 5G network, without requiring manual operation. This solution
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enables experts to provide online and remote guidance at any time, and is applicable to multiple
industries including communications, medical care, manufacturing.
The AR applications dedicated for AR smart glasses (ARSGs), such as VR glass and Microsoft
Hololens, offer an innovative way for users to interact with AR content. ARSGs have attracted the
attention of the medicine, tourism, education, and manufacturing fields.
To evaluate AR service experience, we propose a QoE framework, which consists of three impact
parameter levels. This framework uses a fuzzy inference system modeling method to
quantitatively evaluate user experience of ARSGs.
The first level of the framework covers four aspects: content quality, hardware quality,
environment understanding, and user interaction.
Figure 7-11 Factors affecting AR services

The following table describes the core factors.
Table 7-14 Core factors affecting AR services
First Level

Second Level

Third Level

Impact

Visual

Major factor, affecting image definition

Audio

Major factor, affecting voice definition

Haptics

Minor factor

Odor

Minor factor

Taste

Minor factor

Focus level

Level of attention users must spend on AR
content, as required by an application. A
higher level indicates a higher requirement on
the interaction latency and AR content quality.

User
movement
freedom

DOF

Freedom of interaction between users and AR
content.

Device
comfort level

Device
comfort level

Comfort degree of wearing ARSGs or headmounted displays (HMDs)

Augmented
contents

Content
precision

Matches the AR content within the external
environment. For example, place a cup rather

Content
quality
Information
realistic level

Required user
focus level
Hardware
quality

Environment
understanding
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First Level

Second Level

Third Level

fitting

Response to
environmental
change
User
interaction

than a car on a table.
Position
precision

Matches the positioning of AR content within
the external environment. For example, place
a cup on the table rather than letting it float
around.

Speed

Latency in response to AR content and
environmental changes.

Precision

Positioning precision in response to AR content
and environmental changes.

Gesture

Gesture interaction between users and AR
content, and ease of use. For example, click a
specified button to bring an AR object closer.

Voice

Voice interaction between users and AR
content, and easier usability. For example,
use a voice instruction to move an AR object
closer to the user.

Movement

Mobile interaction between users and AR
content, and easier usability. For example,
use a body motion to move an AR object.

Speed

Interaction latency between users and AR
content.

Precision

Represents whether the interaction result
between a user and AR content is correct or
incorrect.

Load latency

Refers to the latency a user experiences when
accessing an AR application. In most cases,
latency is determined by how quickly content
data loads. In addition to network
performance, cloud and terminal
encoding/decoding as well as rendering
latency affect the loading latency.

Frame
freezing

Frame freezing occurs in AR HD videos, due
to bandwidth availability.

Blurring

Blurry AR content may be prevalent due to
scenario construction quality or network
packet loss.

Interaction
natural level

System
response

Presentation
experience
(added
dimension for
comprehensiv
ely measuring
user
experience)
User
experience

2021-1-22

Impact

Background
movement

The background may move during interaction
when the AR content does not match the
environment

Visual
clutter

Content may appear cluttered when the AR
content does not match the environment.
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1.

Among AR service modeling elements, the highlighted network factors in the preceding table
play a major role.

2.

The commercial use of AR services may involve video call behaviors, which need to be
analyzed separately from AR behaviors.

7.3.2 Indicator System
Table 7-15 AR service indicator system
Category

Subcategory

Indicator

Hardware quality

Screen frame rate

Q-score (AR)
Media quality index (MQI)

Screen resolution
Video quality

Video bitrate
Video frame rate
Resolution

Audio quality

Audio bitrate
Audio frame rate

Interaction quality index (IQI)

Audio-video
synchronization

A-V synchronization

Operation experience

Degree of freedom (DOF)
Content precision
Space precision
Level of usability

Response experience

Environment response delay
Environment response spatial
precision
Content response delay
Content response spatial precision
Encoder delay
Decoder delay
Rendering delay
Round trip delay
Delay tail index
Jitter

Presentation quality index
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Category

Subcategory

(PQI)

Indicator
Blurriness
Stalling
Background movement
Visual clutter

Transmission quality

Average download throughput
Peak download throughput
Download throughput swing index
Max. burst size
Burst pulse number
Burst packet loss rate

7.3.3 Modeling Method
Figure 7-12 AR service quality measurement framework
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Figure 7-13 Input and output of AR service quality measurement

7.3.4 Experience Baseline
Dependent on project requirements.

7.4 Real-Time Interaction Service
7.4.1 Impact Factor
Real-time interaction services in ToB scenarios mainly refer to remote control and industrial
control services. URLLC slicing is used in 5G SA networking to ensure ultra-low latency.
Real-time interaction services are mainly small-packet transmission services, which have no
requirement for network bandwidth but require ultra-low latency. For industrial-grade URLLC
services, high latency may not only lead to a deteriorated performance, but also potential service
failures. Therefore, it is critical to analyze the boundary of latency. To prevent possible service
failures, the network only needs to ensure that the latency is below the boundary. For example, if
the SLA requires a 10 ms delay, the crucial point is to ensure that the delay of most service
records is less than 10 ms or the number of service records whose delay exceeds the boundary
is the minimum.
Table 7-16 Core factors that affect real-time interaction services
Factor

Impact

Interactive
delay

It refers to the end-to-end delay from the time when the application layer
requests a packet to the time when it responds to the packet.

Long tail of
delay

Delay distribution is important for evaluating the overall service quality,
especially the distribution of the tail of delay. In most cases, the tail of delay
is prevalent in delay-sensitive services. The data distribution of the long tail is
the key to meeting the delay boundary requirements.
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Factor

Impact

Reliability

Reliability is a key factor that affects URLLC services. It can be divided into
mean time between failures (MTBF), mean down time (MDT), and mean up
time (MUT).

Availability

Availability indicates the probability of long-term running of a channel. The
availability of a stable channel can also be interpreted as the ratio of the
average channel running time.

Mobility
interruption
time

For URLLC services, the mobility interruption time must be 0.

Reliability and availability are system-level indicators. They are measured during long-term
running and are not applicable to short-term service quality evaluation.

7.4.2 Indicator System
Table 7-17 Indicator system of real-time interaction services
Category

Indicator

Comprehensive service
quality evaluation

Interaction quality index (Q-Score)

Service interaction quality
(IQI)

Interactive Delay
Interactive Delay Tail Index
Mobility interruption time

7.4.3 Modeling Method
Figure 7-14 Interaction quality measurement method
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1.

It is difficult to measure the delay in terminal device content or in network images, so the
latency measurement and collection methods need to be analyzed first.

2.

Since the long tail distribution that exceeds the delay boundary greatly impacts services, the
long tail phenomenon also needs to be evaluated.

3.

The delay and tail indicators are both QoS indicators, to the relationship between QoS and
QoE needs to be quantitatively described.

According to Weber's law, sensory differences can be perceived only when a physical stimulus
changes more than the constant proportion of its actual stimulus. Fechner extended this basic
relationship by assuming that the differential perception (dP) is proportional to the relative change
dS/S of the human physical stimulus. That is, the relationship between the differential perception
and the relative change of the stimulus for the Weber-Fechner Law is as follows:
𝑑𝑝 =

𝑑𝑆
𝑆

Furthermore,
𝑃 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑙𝑛

𝑆
𝑆0

Among which P indicates a perception amplitude and 𝑆0 indicates a stimulus threshold.
According to the Weber-Fechner Law, the QoE-QoS mapping can be expressed as follows:
𝑑𝑄𝑜𝑆 ∝ 𝑄𝑜𝑆 ∙ 𝑑𝑄𝑜𝐸
Based on the IQX hypothesis theory, the following function is established:
0,
𝑀𝐼𝑇 > 0
𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 = {
𝑑1 ∙ exp(𝑑2 × 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝑑3 ∙ 𝐷𝑇𝐼) + 𝑑4, 𝑀𝐼𝑇 = 0
The values of d1, d2, d3, and d4 can be obtained based on test data.
URLLC requires that the mobility interruption time (MIT) is 0, whereas the practical industrial
system defines interruption as: the delay obtained through measurement or modeling in a
movement process that is lower than the delay threshold. For example, a switchover does not
cause service interruption or cause the delay to exceed the boundary. If the preceding conditions
are met, the MIT is 0; otherwise, the MIT is not 0. If the MIT is not 0, the interaction index needs
to be set to the minimum value.

7.4.4 Experience Baseline
The delay baseline for real-time interaction services varies depending on the projects. This
section describes the experience baselines obtained based on the PLC scenario analysis of the
remote video control service at site X.
[Control precision model] Relationship between control precision, movement speed, and delay
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Figure 7-15 Logical decomposition of the E2E operation response delay



RT_e2e (E2E reaction time) indicates the end-to-end operation response time. [RT]_visual
indicates the visual signal response time. RT_action indicates the interval between the time
when a signal is received and the time when a response action is taken.



STP_Delay (shooting to photo delay) indicates the interval between the time when an image
is shot by a camera and the time when the server displays the image.



PLC Activation Delay indicates the interval between the time when a PLC signal is sent and
the time when the device generates a response. PLC Interval indicates the interval for
sending PLC signals.

Key findings:
1.

If the delay of end-to-end operation responses is approximately 1s, the delay caused by
device factors (codec, PLC, and machinery) is approximately 600 ms, the response time of
personnel is approximately 200 ms, and the network delay is less than 50 ms.

2.

The delay of end-to-end operation responses causes a control precision error of more than
1m. In the case of low speed operation, the control precision error can be reduced based on
manual prediction.

3.

If the delay is stable, the control precision error is easy to predict and the impact is small. If,
however, the delay is unstable, the impact of burst traffic is unpredictable and can be
significant. Therefore, the stability of delay must be ensured.

Summary:
The network capability determines the type of services that can be carried on a network.
However, the movement speed, control period, and escape delay in the PLC scenario can be
adjusted based on service requirements and network capabilities.
Table 7-18 Remote video control service – PLC experience baseline
Typical
Protocol Movement Control Control Escape Downtime Reliability Network Delay
Application
Speed
Precision Period Delay per Year
RTT RTT Max.
Instance
(ms)
(ms)
(ms) Jitter Transmission
(ms) Delay (ms)
Remote
overhead
crane
control
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S7 com < 1.2 m/s

< 1.0 m

400

1200

< 0.9h

> 99.99% < 50 <
< 1200
12.5
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Typical
Protocol Movement Control Control Escape Downtime Reliability Network Delay
Application
Precision Period Delay per Year
Speed
RTT RTT Max.
Instance
(ms)
(ms)
(ms) Jitter Transmission
(ms) Delay (ms)
Unmanned S7 com < 0.6m/s
overhead
crane



< 0.2 m

80

240

< 0.9h

> 99.99% < 20 < 5

< 240

Reliability:
According to 3GPP TS 22.104, in the industrial scenario, the reliability must be 99.99%, the
difference in delay between transmission intervals cannot exceed 25%, and the escape
delay cannot be less than triple the transmission interval delay.
Reliability = MTBF / (MTBF + MTTR) = 0.9 / (365 *24) = 99.99%. Therefore, the downtime
per year is less than 0.9 hours.
When the maximum transmission delay exceeds the PLC escape delay, the service triggers
the escape mechanism, shutting down the device and reverting it to its preset safe settings,
which interrupts the service.



Remote overhead crane scenario: Control precision = Device movement speed x RT_e2e
For example, if the movement speed is 1.2 m/s and the safe distance is 1.0 m, the delay is
830 ms (1.0 m /1.2 m/s = 830 ms).
It can be calculated that the network RTT requirement is 50 ms: 830 (total delay) – 20
(average sample delay) – 277 (encoding and decoding delay) – 8 (average refresh delay) –
205 (average personnel response delay) – 200 (average PLC message sending delay) – 70
(mechanical delay) = 50.



Unmanned overhead crane scenario: Control precision = Device movement speed x PLC
activation delay
For example, if the movement speed of an overhead crane is 0.6 m/s, the relative movement
speed of two overhead cranes is 1.2 m/s, and the safe distance is 0.2 m, the value of PLC
activation delay is approximately 0.17s (0.2/1.2 ≈ 0.17).
It can be calculated that the network RTT in this case is 20 ms: 170 (total delay) – 70
(mechanical transmission delay) – 80 (maximum PLC transmission delay) = 20.

7.5 Massive Connectivity Service
7.5.1 Impact Factor
The mMTC service usually requires a small data packet size and little throughput, but the density
of devices is high. The biggest challenge is the network's capability to support high connection
density and network energy efficiency. In most cases, the quality of the service is evaluated in
terms of service experience and transmission quality. However, the mMTC service has low
requirements on transmission, but high requirements on network resource consumption and
network energy consumption utilization. From the perspective of network construction, the
evaluation objective is to ensure good service quality, and maintain minimum resource usage and
energy consumption.
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Table 7-19 Core factors affecting massive connectivity services
Factor

Impact

Connection
density

The connection density refers to the total number of devices that reach the
target QoS per unit area (per square kilometer). Reaching the target QoS
ensures that the system's packet loss rate is less than 1% under the given
packet arrival rate L and packet size S. Packet loss rate = (Number of
interrupted packets)/(Number of generated packets). If the target packet is
lost after the packet discarding timer expires, the packet enters the
interruption state.

Network
energy
efficiency

The capability minimizes the energy consumption of the RAN while providing
a much better area traffic capacity. Because the density of devices is high,
the requirements on energy efficiency are also high. The network energy
efficiency of access devices for the service needs to be comprehensively
evaluated to appropriately distribute devices and ensure that their energy
efficiency levels meet requirements for network construction. In addition, the
relationship between the device's behavior and network energy efficiency
can be analyzed to appropriately plan the service behavior of devices and
maximize network energy efficiency.

Packet loss
rate

High-density mMTC services do not have high requirements on bandwidth
and delay, but require that data packets be successfully transmitted.
Therefore, the packet loss rate determines whether the QoS of mMTC
services meets requirements.

Accessibility

Network accessibility is key to the performance of the mMTC service. The
accessibility refers to the access capability of wireless and core networks.
The networks require only normal data transmission as long as access is
successful.

7.5.2 Indicator System
Table 7-20 Service indicator system of massive connectivity services
Category

Indicator

Comprehensive service
quality evaluation

Q-score (mMTC)

Density

Connection Density
Concurrent Activation Services

Energy efficiency

Network Energy Efficiency Index

Quality

Packet loss rate
Access success rate
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7.5.3 Modeling Method
The Q-score (mMTC) is evaluated from the perspective of quality rather than density or energy
efficiency.
The Q-score modeling method is as follows:
Accessibility is a basic factor that affects service availability, and the packet loss rate affects
performance.
Assuming that the access success rate is ASR and the packet loss rate is PLR:
𝑄𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝐴𝑆𝑅 ∙ 𝑓(𝑃𝐿𝑅)
According to Weber's Law, the relationship between PLR and Q-Score complies with the IQX
assumption. After 𝑓 is expanded, the formula is as follows:
𝑄𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝐴𝑆𝑅 ∙ 𝑒 −𝛼∙(𝑃𝐿𝐶+𝛽)

7.5.3.1 Connection Density
Each device in an activated state interacts with the network side. Therefore, the activation state of
the device can be evaluated on the network side, and the number of activated devices and
initiated connections can be identified.
The service coverage scope can be obtained as follows:
1.

Obtain the baseline data from the wireless engineering parameters to estimate the inter-site
distance and further estimate the coverage scope of each baseline and the total coverage
scope. In this way, the number of connections can be associated with each base station and
area.

2.

Obtain the coverage scope from MRs. In most cases, MRs do not carry information on the
longitude and latitude, and the penetration rate is low, which is the reason that this method is
not often used.

3.

Obtain information on the longitude and latitude from the data reported by devices, which is
dependent on the design of the service. There is no GPS signal and longitude or latitude
information is not reported in the indoor scenario. In addition, taking into account the security
and performance overhead, longitude or latitude information may not be reported. Therefore,
this method is not widely used.
NOTE

The massive connectivity service has high requirements on the energy efficiency of terminals. Therefore, it is
unlikely to embed quality measurement software in terminals.

7.5.3.2 Concurrent Activation Services
Connection Density is used to measure the capability of a 5G network to support the massive
connectivity service. However, terminals accessing the network may not initiate services
concurrently. A large number of terminals simultaneously initiating evaluation requests to the
network places huge demands on the network, and massive user connections are generated
instantaneously, which may cause access failures and network congestion.
Concurrent Activation Services indicates the total number of service lines that can be detected
in a statistical period.
This KPI reflects the concurrent performance requirements of the massive connectivity service on
the network and helps detect unexpected fluctuations in traffic.
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7.5.3.3 Network Energy Efficiency Index
[Background]
At the 3GPP RAN # 72 meeting held in June 2016, two network performance indicators were
added. One is Network Energy Efficiency (for details, see 3GPP TR38.913), which became a
network performance indicator of 5G networks. For details, see section 2.2.
According to 3GPP TR 38.913:
𝑬𝑬𝒈𝒍𝒐𝒃𝒂𝒍 =

∑

𝒃𝑲 𝑬𝑬𝒔𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒂𝒓𝒊𝒐 𝑲

𝒔𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒂𝒓𝒊𝒐 𝑲

Among which 𝑏𝑘 indicates the weight of each deployment scenario for evaluating network
energy efficiency. The unit is FFS.
𝑬𝑬𝑺𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒂𝒓𝒊𝒐 =

∑
𝒍𝒐𝒂𝒅 𝒍𝒆𝒗𝒆𝒍 𝟏

𝒂𝟏

𝑽𝟏
𝑬𝑪𝟏



𝑉1 indicates the traffic per second (unit: bps) of base station services.



𝐸𝐶1 indicates the power consumed by a base station to provide 𝑉1 services (unit: watt =
joule/s)



𝑎1 indicates the weight of each traffic load level. The unit is FFS.

For the ToB network energy efficiency index, both the baseline energy consumption and the
impact of terminals on network energy consumption must be taken into account. For the IoT, the
number of things is not limited, and their energy consumption requirements are very stringent.
Various factors are considered by enterprise tenants in IoT scenarios, including: whether the
network consumption differs from B2C scenarios after a large number of things are connected;
the impact on the network; whether the power consumption is appropriate when services are
provided on the 5G network; and the price-performance ratio. Network operators need to take into
account whether the impact of massive access on the network is controllable. On the premise of
meeting the QoS requirements of terminals, they not only need to maximize spectral efficiency,
but also need to consider the balance between spectral and network efficiency.
The information of power consumption can be obtained from the statistics of base station traffic.

7.5.4 Experience Baseline
Dependent on project requirements.

7.6 FWA Service
7.6.1 Impact Factor
Table 7-21 Core factors affecting IP voice and videoconferencing services
Factor

Impact

Packet loss
rate

Packet loss can cause issues in voice quality, such as unclear speech and
discontinuity.

One-way
delay

One-way delay refers to the delay from voice packet sending to receiving. Long
delay causes the delay in speech, affecting user experience.
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Factor

Impact

Jitter

Jitter refers to the change of delay on the network side. A small jitter can be
eliminated by the jitter buffer on terminals. However, the elimination of jitter
causes delay, and large jitters cannot be eliminated, which causes the voice
quality to fluctuate and affects call experience.

7.6.2 Indicator System
The enterprise FWA service indicators are the same as those of traditional services. You are
advised to obtain the indicators from the network management system of the core network or AR
routers. In terms of pipe transmission capability, the SLA of the IP network needs to be
guaranteed based on the type of service.
The following figure shows FWA networking.

Table 7-22 FWA service indicator system
Indicator

Object
Measured

Measurement Method

SLA Threshold

Availability

CPE

SoC monitors the user plane. If
an IP flow does not transmit
data within a specific period of
time, SoC invokes CPE IP Ping
through the LTM interface to
ping the destination IP address.
If the test fails, it indicates that
a fault has occurred.

99.995% (dependent
on enterprise
requirements)

Delay and packet
loss rate

CPE/AR

AR launches a ping test at
regular intervals. SoC invokes
CPE IP Ping through the LTM
interface to ping the destination
IP address.

0.5% (dependent on
enterprise
requirements)
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Indicator

Object
Measured

Measurement Method

SLA Threshold

Rate (uplink rate,
downlink rate)

CPE

SoC invokes CPE IP Ping
(TR.143) through the LTM
interface to measure the uplink
and downlink speeds of the
destination IP address.

10M UL, 20M DL
(dependent on
enterprise
requirements)

Enterprise FWA service experience modeling: Analyze mainstream services on enterprise
networks, including IP voice services, IP videoconferencing services, and Internet services (such
as email sending and receiving, VoD, browsing, and VoIP). Enterprise data services, such as fax
services, have low requirements on network bandwidth and delay. Therefore, no special modeling
or assurance is required.
Table 7-23 FWA service indicator system
Service Category

Indicator

IP voice and
videoconferencing

Uplink throughput
Downlink throughput
Packet loss rate
One-way delay
Jitter

Internet – email service

Uplink throughput
Downlink throughput

Internet – web browsing
service

Downlink throughput

Internet – video service

Xkb start delay
Downlink throughput
Downlink RTT
Throughput bitrate ratio

Internet – VoIP service

Uplink throughput
Downlink throughput
Packet loss rate
One-way delay
Jitter
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Characteristics of voice services:
−

SIP messages on the signaling plane and UDP/RTP messages on the user plane are
transmitted in small packets bidirectionally.

−

Voice services have low requirements on bandwidth. The key factors that affect service
experience are packet loss rate, delay, and jitter.

−

The signaling-plane call completion rate, call connection delay, and call drop rate are
related to enterprise gateways but not FWA service pipes. Therefore, you are not advised
to monitor these indicators on the CEM platform.

Characteristics of video conferencing services:
−

SIP messages on the signaling plane and UDP/RTP messages on the user plane are
transmitted in large packets bidirectionally.

−

Sufficient bandwidth must be ensured. The key factors that affect video conferencing
service experience are packet loss rate, delay, and jitter.

−

The signaling-plane call completion rate, call connection delay, and call drop rate are not
closely related to FWA service pipes. Therefore, you are not advised to monitor these
indicators on the CEM platform.

7.6.3 Modeling Method
FWA is a networking method. Therefore, the existing service modeling systems can be reused.
For example, the existing SIP voice service indicator system can be used for FWA SIP calls, and
the existing web page, video, email, and VoIP service indicator system can be used for VoIP
services.

7.6.4 Experience Baseline
[IP voice service]
The common codec formats for enterprise networks are G.729 and G.711, and the effective rates
are 34.4 kbps and 90.4 kbps.
Codec Format

Throughput (kbps)

Codec Format

Rate (kbps)

G.729

34.4

G.723.1

20

G.711

90.4

iLBC

28

The following table lists the requirements for voice service network indicators.
Grade

Delay (ms)

Jitter (ms)

Packet Loss Rate (%)

Good

≤ 40

≤ 10

≤ 0.2%

Fair

≤ 100

≤ 20

≤ 1%

Poor

≤ 400

≤ 60

≤ 5%

The preceding requirements are determined based on YD/T1071-2000 Technical Requirements for IP
Telephony Gateway and China Mobile's VoLTE assessment standards. The packet loss rate in the preceding
table is the two-way packet loss rate.
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[IP video conferencing service]
The network bandwidth required by video conferencing services is the line bandwidth, which is
1.2 to 1.5 times the conference bandwidth.
Video Format

Recommended Conference Bandwidth
H.265

H.264 HP

H.264 BP

720p25/30

768 kbps

768 kbps

1.5 Mbps

720p50/60

1152 kbps

1.5 Mbps

2 Mbps

1080p25/30

1152 kbps

1.5 Mbps

3 Mbps

1080p50/60

2 Mbps

3 Mbps

4 Mbps

4K30

5 Mbps

–

–

Grading Criteria

Delay (ms)

Jitter (ms)

Packet Loss Rate (%)

Good. The video is smooth
and clear; the audio is clear.

≤ 100

≤ 30

≤ 1%

Fair. The video is smooth
most of the time, but slight
pixelation occurs in large
movement scenarios.

≤ 100

≤ 30

≤ 3%

Poor. The video is smooth
most of the time, but slight
pixelation and frame freezing
occur in large movement
scenarios, which may cause
delay.

≤ 100

≤ 50

≤ 5%

[Internet – email services]
Baseline reference:
Uplink Rate

Downlink Rate

1 Mbps

2 Mbps

For details, visit https://gobrolly.com/data-bandwidth-email-requirements/.

[Internet – web browsing service]
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Grade

Loading Delay (s)

Throughput (kbps)

Excellent

<1

> 8000

Good

<2

> 4000

Fair

<3

> 2700

Poor

> 10

< 800

The throughput is related to the web page size. The preceding baseline uses a large page (1 MByte) as a
reference.

Baseline reference:
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/6263888/references#references
https://www.hobo-web.co.uk/your-website-design-should-load-in-4-seconds/

[Internet – video service]
Resolution

Throughput (Mbps)

RTT (ms)

480P

0.9

80

720P

2

60

1080P

3.9

45

2K

7.8

30

4K

17.6

20

[Internet – VoIP service]
The common codec formats are SILK (Skype) and Opus (WhatsApp and Facebook_Messenger).
Service Type

Throughput (kbps)

Audio

64

Video

384

Delay

Jitter

Packet Loss Rate

≤ 150

≤ 30

≤ 3%
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
Abbreviation

Full Spelling

3GPP

3rd Generation Partnership Project

5G PPP

5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership

5G-MoNArch

5G Mobile Network Architecture

AGV

automated guided vehicle

AI

artificial intelligence

AIV

air interface variant

ToB

business-to-business

B2C

business-to-consumer

B2H

business-to-home

CDF

cumulative distribution function

CPE

customer-premises equipment

DSCP

differentiated services code point

E2E

end-to-end

eMBB

enhanced Mobile Broadband

FoV

field of view

FPS

frames per second

FWA

fixed wireless access

GOP

group of pictures

HD

high-definition

IMT-2000

International Mobile Telecommunications 2000

IPsec

Internet Protocol Security

iTBR

I frame throughput-to-bitrate ratio

ITU-R

International Telecommunication Union - Radio communication Sector

KPI

key performance indicator

MBB

mobile broadband

MCL

maximum coupling loss

MDT

mean down time

MEC

mobile edge computing

MIT

mobility interruption time
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Abbreviation

Full Spelling

mMTC

Massive Machine-Type Communications

MTBF

mean time between failures

MUT

mean up time

NF

network function

OTT

one-trip time

PLC

programmable logic controller

QoE

quality of experience

QoS

quality of service

RAN

radio access network

RIST

Reliable Internet Streaming Transport

RIT

radio interface technology

RTCP

Real-time Transport Control Protocol

RTP

Real-time Transport Protocol

RTSP

Real-Time Streaming Protocol

RTT

round-trip time

SDU

service data unit

SLA

Service Level Agreement

SRIT

set of RITs

SRT

Secure Reliable Transport

TRxP

transmission and reception point

UAV

unmanned aerial vehicle

UDT

UDP-based Data Transfer

URLLC

ultra-reliable low-latency communication

V2X

vehicle-to-everything

VM

virtual machine

VNF

virtual network function
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